BORZOI CLUB OF AMERICA
2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY

May 10-16, 2015
Huron, Ohio

JUDGES
All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Anne Midgarden, DVM
Sweepstakes: Ms. Barbara Skinner
Futurity: Ms. Rhanda Glenn
Obedience & Rally: Mr. Jeffrey B. Showman
Junior Showmanship: Ms. Corrine Miller

Best of Breed
DC OXOTA AVALON SWITCHBLADE, SC
Breeders: Leonore Abordo, S. Moore and J. Garth
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, RE, SC, ROM-X - Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC
Owner: Leonore Abordo (Bitch)
Best Opposite / Best Veteran / 1st Veteran Dog 7 years & under 10

**GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC**

**Breeders:** R.K. Riel and G.A. Duncan

By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC – Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC

**Owner:** Robin K. Riel

---

Best of Winners / 1st American Bred Dog

**MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN INTO DARKNESS**

**Breeders:** Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM.

By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN

**Owner:** Ashley N. Sydow
Select Dog

**GCH. MIELIKKI HINOTE SECRET AGENT MAN**

*Breeder:* Renee McCartin and Margaret Strother
*By:* Avalon Time's Dark Traveler, JC – Mielikki Windhaven Whispered Secret
*Owner:* Renee McCartin

Select Bitch

**GCH. GOLIGHTLY'S BIG DAY**

*Breeder:* Marcella and Philip Zobel
*By:* Kyrov’s Intensity – DC Golightly Glacis LeReau, SC
*Owners:* Marcella and Philip Zobel
Award of Merit

**GCH. AURORAL'S ARTEMUS**
Breeders: Jon and Jennifer Steele
By Ch. Auroral’s Ajax – GCh. Auroral Rising Star Iroquois
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele (Dog)

Award of Merit

**CH. WIND 'N SATIN CURVES COMIN' N GOIN'**
Breeder: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald
By Ch. Kyrov-Bijoux Worth Waiting For – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC
Owners: Suzanne Liggett and Doug Koger
Award of Merit

**GCH. ATTAWAY-KINOBi FOGARTY CREEK, JC**

Breeders: R. Peters-Campbell, C. Meyers and M. Pearce
By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC
Owners: Melissa Pearce and Rebecca Peters-Campbell (Dog)

Award of Merit

**GCH. AVALYN’S MAGNUM FORCE**

Breeder: Lynne and Mike Bennett
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaranne Benjamin (Dog)
Award of Merit

**GCH. VITRINA CONSTELLATION**

Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella

By Ch. Vitrina Rocky Road to Justice – GCh. Vitrina Heart of Gold Hvala Trillion

Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella (Dog)

---

Award of Merit

**GCH. YEGOROV ZABAVA DEARMRFANTASY**

Breeders: Seija and Jari Pippo

By Yegorov Karleby – Zabava Ostrov Catalina.

Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra (Dog)
Award of Merit

CH. AASHTORIA SVORA TAIGA ICE QUEEN
Breeders: R. Riel, A. Duncan and V. Newhill
By Ch. Zabava Mercury – Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous
Owner: Shirley McFadden (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. LEJOY CAROL’S BLUE BAYOU
Breeder: Carol Levine
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – GCh. Sylvan Stupefyan Jones
Owner: Carol Levine (Bitch)
Award of Merit / 1st Veteran Bitch 7 years & under 10

CH. KATZ FIFTH AVENUE FASHION, JC
Breeders: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
By Ch. Katz Devoted To a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer

Award of Merit

GCH. DC AVALON OXOTA CINQUEDEA, SC
Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore and Joan Garth
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, RE, SC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC
Owners: Leigh and Vickie Littleton (Bitch)
Best Bred By Exhibitor / 1st Bred by Exhibitor Dog / Reserve Winners Dog

OSTROV ZABAVA ISLEHAVEN CEYLON

Breeders: Phyllis Potter, Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra
By GCh. Zabava Tabasco, JC – Ch. Coburn’s Sea Breeze at Islehaven
Owner: Patricia Wiseman
Winners Bitch / 1st American Bred Bitch
**VITRINA BLACK SWAN**
Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By GCh. Vitrina Constellation – GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the Heart, JC
Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Reserve Winners Bitch / 1st Open Bitch
**FC MIELIKKI DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT, SC, BN, RN**
Breeder: Renee McCartin
By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, SC – Mielikki Prophet’s Song
Owners: Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell
**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 1st**
**KARANOFF BALIOS**
Breeder: Karen S. Klein
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Karanoff Pikovaya Dama
Owners: Helen W. Lee and Karen S. Klein

**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd**
**KARANOFF XANTHOS**
Breeder: Karen S. Klein
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Karanoff Pikovaya Dama
Owner: Karen S. Klein, PhD

**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd**
**RAVENNA LOVES DREW**
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 4th**
**BIBIKOV’S SAY MY NAME YOU KNOW WHO I AM**
Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie
Owner: Frances Wright

**DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES**
**ALDEMOOR’S GRAND CRU.** Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescense, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

**ALDEMOOR’S GRAND ILLUSION.** Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescense, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

**RAVENNA HAND IN HAND.** Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


**ZOIBOYZ HUDSON AT STARSWIFT.** Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Islehaven Ostrov Zabava Antigua – DC Rose Hill Swann at ZoiBoyz, SC. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski


Continued on page 22
Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 1st

**ROSCOMMON IRON BRAID**

Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey – Roscommon New York State of Mind. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

---

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd

**KONZA-PLUM CREEK COUNTACH**

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates


---

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd

**RUNTUFF WHISKEY'S REBELLION**

Breeder: Kristen Sahrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo. By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN – FC Wind 'n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC. Owners: Kim Ketelsen & Dr. Vicki Popela

---

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 4th

**ROSCOMMON DUBLIN CODDLE**

Breeders: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey – Roscommon New York State of Mind. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

---

**DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES**

**MAJENKIR FULL CIRCLE**. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**FOLLY QUARTERS WINDCATCHER**. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jatinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice


**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS**. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Michael and Diane Bilak


**ZOOROPA LAUREATE HIGH ON YOU**. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Michael and Diane Bilak


**NOVGOROD HIGH NOON OWEN**. Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanovna. Owners: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin


**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE NEW SENSATION**. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson and Don Joseph
Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 1st
SILKENSWIFT ALGOL STAR LORD
Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell
By Ch. Téine Dark Crystal, SC – FC Silkenswift Bright Focus, SC
Owner: Bonnie Dalzell

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 2nd
MASKOVA’S HEART OF THE ROSE SVERSHIN
Breeder: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir
Owner: Terry Doane and Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 3rd
VALKYRIE’S TOMARI
Breeder: Susan Cookenboo
By Ch. Kyrov’s Colour Me Tobiano Valkyrie – Ch. Valkyrie’s Rhythm’N Blues V Kyrov.
Owner: Gillian Susan Cookenboo

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 4th
KATZ-KYROV MCINTUCK
Breeder: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Pat Hardy and Susan Fahey

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES
SYLVAN DREAMWEAVER. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owners: Stephanie and Jerry Steele
MOROZOVA REY’S SIERRA MOONLIGHT. Breeders: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams. By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC, CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owner: Kathleen Novotny
KATZ-KYROV WYVERN’S MAGIC MIKE. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Margaret Lucia
KATZ-KYROV KATZ MY FAVORITE THINGS. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Amy Sorbie and Brenna Sorbie


KATUSHKA’S ROMAN HOLIDAY AT JUBILEE. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Katushka’s Gauguin – Jubilee Solatido at Katushka. Owner: Cynthia and Paul Gredys and Joyce Law

KATZ-KYROV MAKSIM AT KHANZADE. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Katrina Averill and Melissa Hundley

STARSWIFT FV WIZARD. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silksnswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Francis Zajac

COBURN’S MAN ABOUT TOWN. Breeder: Pat Shaw. By Islehaven Ostrvo ZabaVA Tobago at Coburn – Ch. Coburn’s Jewel V Wind ‘n Satin. Owners: Donald and Karen Kostishack

STARSWIFT FV KODIAK. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silksnswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owners: Martine Burton and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
Dogs, Novice - 1st
ZOIBOYZ GIBSON
Breeder: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher
By FC Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan, SC, ROMX – Ch. Attaway-Kinobi Running to Paradise. Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher

Dogs, Novice - 2nd
MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERBAY DARK STAR
Breeder: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Di Ryde

Dogs, Novice - 3rd
BELOZOR ROOM AT THE TOP
Breeder: Suzanne Liggett
By Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC – Zooropa Laureate First Light, JC
Owner: Kathryn King Leacock

Dogs, Novice - 4th
MASKOVA’S LUCIUS ANTONIOUS AT KELMAC
Breeder: Elisabeth and James Szymanski
By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Raynbo’s Cattleya O Astara
Owners: Kathleen Kelly and Elisabeth Szymanski

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
KYROV-KATZ MY KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR AT H AND H. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Pamela Buffington

WOLFLBLITZ BARK AT THE MOON. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Kyrov’s Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

SAPPHIRE DEUTSCHE MARK. Breeders: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike. By GCh. Rassim’s Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA – Ch. KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Carolyn D. Mewborn


ENCHANTER MATRIOSHK. Breeder: Vendula Suabodova. By Lix Wind From Russia – Sonja Fi-It. Owner: Yoriko Dixon

SCHEREMETJEW ARGO NAVIS. Breeder: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By GCh. Scheremetjew Porsche Tanga, SC, CGC – GCh. Horse and Hound Bretagne at Scheremetjew, SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD


DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st
OSTROV ZABAVA ISLEHAVEN CEYLON
Breeders: Phyllis Potter, Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra
By GCh. Zabava Tabasco, JC – Ch. Coburn’s Sea Breeze at Islehaven
Owner: Patricia Wiseman

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd
MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERUN BEYOND THE DARKNESS
Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN.
Owner: Kari McCloskey

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd
VITRINA FIERO
Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By GCh. Vitrina Constellation – GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the Heart, JC.
Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th
AVALON DRUID DANCE WILLOWIND, JC
Breeders: Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser.
By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark
Owners: Susanne H. Cecere and Sandra Moore

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES
SYLVAN PMLJICO, CGC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Sylvan Topanga Canyon. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
LAUREATE PITCH BLACK. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon. By Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Monica E. Barry
BON AMI NICKOLAI’S LEGACY. Breeder: Kelly Patti. By Ch. Bon Ami Picture Perfect – Ch. Sirovna A Foggy Day. Owner: Kelly Patti
RESOLUTE’S ORRY MAIN JEDAWN, JC. Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owner: Leslie Walenta

FC ALDEMOOR’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE, SC. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By DC Imagine Warrior Hektor, RN, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescence, SC, Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble
KONSTANTIN’S SUMMER STORM. Breeder: Karen Haberkorn. By Ch. Paradise Spirit Me N’ Bobby McGee, UDX, OM, RAE – Ch. Calaron Charley’s Angel, UDX, RE, SC. Owner: Karen Haberkorn

AB STARSWIFT FV FIERCE ALLEGIANCE. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
AB LEJOY CAROL’S WINTERGREEN JOJO’S GIFT OF GRACE. Breeder: Carol Levine. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – DC. Sylvan Stupefyan Jones. Owner: Carol Levine

Continued on page 21
Dogs, American Bred - 1st  
MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN INTO DARKNESS  
Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM  
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN. Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

Dogs, American Bred - 2nd  
AUDLEY FARMS GANGSTER OF LOVE  
Breeder: Nancy Spiller  
By Markie I; Belaie Svora – Majenkir & Audley to the Moon  
Owner: June Shienkaruk

Dogs, American Bred - 3rd  
ARIA’S PHANTOM OF THE OPERA  
Breeders: Rita M. and Bryan C. Rice  
By GCh. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Sunburst die Fledermaus Rosalinde.  
Owner: Chellie Griffith

Dogs, American Bred - 4th  
C’LESTIAL FANTASTIC 4 OF RYKHA  
Breeder: Liz Green and Diana Darling  
By C’Leslial Pure Perfection, SC – Ch. C’leslial Ffortune’s Ffantasy at Starswift, JC. Owners: Danielle Snyder and Diana Darling

DOGS, AMERICAN BRED - OTHER ENTRIES:
NICKOLAI KHURIK WIND DANCER. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols. By DC Téine Nicolaus Copernicus, SC – Ch. Nikolai Olovo Alyss, CD. Owner: Carol Stockton
ISLEHAVEN OSTROV ZABA ANTIQUE. Breeders: Phyllis Potter, Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra. By GCh. Zabava Tabasco, JC – Ch. Coburn’s Sea Breeze at Islehaven. Owner: Phyllis M. Potter
AVALYN SABRE DANCE AT ODYN. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy Katsarelas. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn Nakai Kishka. Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale
AVALON DARK KNIGHT WILLOWIND DEL SOL, SC. Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owners: JJ Moore and Leonore Abordo

By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark. Owners: Archie Doby, Sandra Moore and Javier Ocasio
OXOTA RIVERRUN MONSTER MASH AVALON, CGC. Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owners: JJ Moore and Leonore Abordo
DOGS, OPEN - 1st
FAR FIELD FIRE ON THE BAYOU AT ON TIME
Breeder: Veni Harlan
By Ch. KatZ Golden Haze – Ch. Nonsuch Moulin Rouge V Far Field
Owner: Susan Sills

DOGS, OPEN - 2nd
SUMMERLANE ELANCE BLACK SWALLOWTAIL
Breeder: Anne Quinn and Cherie Hunchak
By Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Sylvan Pewter Gazelle
Owner: Danielle D. Snyder

DOGS, OPEN - 3rd
LAUREATE PARTY OF TWO
Breeder: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon
By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC.
Owner: Pascale Smith

DOGS, OPEN - 4th
KYROV'S TIME TRAVELER
Breeder: Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov-LeReau Dream Machine – Ch. Kyrov’s Color My World
Owner: Amy Sorbie

DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES:
C’LESTIAL 7 UP OF RYHKA. Breeders: Liz Green and Diana Darling.
By C’Lestial Pure Perfection, SC – Ch. C’lestial Ffortune’s Ffantasy at Starswift, JC.
Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale

AVALYN’S FORGOTTEN REALM. Breeders: Lynne and Rachel Bennett.
By Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – Ch. Avalyn Everything My Heart Desires.
Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale

SUNBURST DUKE CALIFIA AT DOBER-KOPP. Breeder: Garnett Thompson.
By Ch. Sunburst Huntsman at Mechta – Ch. Sunburst Courage.
Owner: Dr. Agnes Koppany

WIND ‘N SATIN DRAGONS BRIMSTONE. Breeder: M. Childs.
By Ch. Kyrov-Bijoux Worth Waiting For – FC Wind ‘n Satin Jadus V Coburn.
Owners: W. Ahryn and Corinna Rowlette

COBURN’S GOLD STRIKE. Breeder: Pat Shaw.
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Versace – Ch. Coburn’s Jewel V Wind ‘n Satin.
Owner: Pat Shaw

RESOLUTE’S PATRICK FLYNN JEDAWN. Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall.
By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA.
 Owners: Krista Hunt, DVM and Charlotte Hunt

VALKYRIE TAVIR AT HORSE AND HOUND. Breeder: Sue Cookenboo.
By Ch. Kyrov’s Colour Me Tobiano Valkyrie – Ch. Valkyrie Rhythm ‘n Blues V Kyrov.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – GCh. Gavril Where the Heart Is.
Owner: Carolyn D. Mewborn

KADLEC STERLING HEARTS ASUNDER. Breeder: Gwen Little.
By Sterling Go Dragons – GCh. Virshina Cliffs of Dover.
Owners: Gwen Little and Amanda Murphy

FC C’LESTIAL WILD & WONDERFUL OF RYHKA, MC, LCX.
By FC C’Lestial Casino Royale, SC – C’Lestial Singapore Sling.
Owners: Diana Darling and Liz Green

VITRINA FORMAL ATTIRE REQ OF ROSCOMMON. Breeder:
Valori Trantanella. By GCh. Vitrina Constellation – GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the Heart, JC.
Owners: Colleen Boyle and Valori Trantanella
Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
RAYNBO DANCHELLA PRIMROSE
Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – GCh. Raynbo’s Regal Rose
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Linda Barad

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
K-C WINDSHEER TRIAL BY FIRE
Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks. By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. WindsSheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
RAVENNA TAKES A VILLAGE
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
BIBIKOV’S LITTLE MISS INDEPENDENCE
Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie
Owner: Frances Wright

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - OTHER ENTRIES:
K-C WINDSHEER SEND HER MY LOVE. Breeders: Kasey A. and Dale Parks and Leah N. Lanier. By Ch. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. WindsSheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC. Owners: Stephanie Parker and Kasey A. Parks
ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW. (Germany) Breeder: Dagmar Kohl. By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill – Turgal’s Kalypso.
Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher
GLADKII VETER VERONICA. Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curt Judd.

continued on page 22
Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 1st
ZOOROPA ADRIENNE FROM THIS MOMENT ON AASHTORIA
Breeders: Patricia Anderson and Janis A. Leikam
By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa
Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owner: Rita Rice

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd
RUNTUFF RIVERRUN WILD BLACK BETTY

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
NOVGOROD ARNOV OLENKA MIKHAYLOVA
Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin
By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owner: Lyn Snyder Hoflin

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 4th
MAJENKIR LUMINOUS
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES
FOLLY QUARTERS WINDHUNTER. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice


ZOOROPA ADRIENNE SHE MOVES, EYES FOLLOW. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson, Monica Barry and Jan Leikam


NOVGOROD ARNOV ORLITSA MIKHAYLOVA. Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owner: Lyn Snyder Hoflin


Continued on page 22
Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 1st
SYLVAN MIRANDA
Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 2nd
GENUINE SPIRIT JP ZABAVA SAKURA
Breeder: Norie Ambiru
By Genuine Spirit JP’s Red Ransom – Ch. Zabava Jubilee Edelweiss
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 3rd
WIND 'N SATIN BLACK CAVIAR ON ICE
Breeders: Susan Van de Water, Sandra Moore, Mary Childs and Shelby Bergstresser
By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Del Sol Phoebe, JC
Owners: Jean Dillon and Mary Childs

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 4th
TSARYTSIN GEORGIA PEACH OF STARSWIFT
Breeder: Ronny Blackstock
By Tsarytsin Der Zorn Aus Khanrath – Tsarytsin Ryhka Flusterns Von Vorsehung
Owners: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski and DelRea Jones

BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES:
KATZ-KYROV’S MAYBE IT’S MAYBELLINE. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
KYROV-KATZ MY OH MY AT HORSE AND HOUND. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Pamela Buffington
SYLVAN MASQUERADE AT EIDOLON. Breeders: Christopher and Patti W. Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owner: Connie A. Taylor
KANSAI’Z SOUTHERN SHORES. Breeder: Karen Murray. By Kansai’z Love Potion 9 – DC Kansai’z Artifact. Owner: Karen Murray


DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16


Bitches, Novice - 1st

WILLOWIND DEMURE DIVA V. AVALON
Breeders: S. Moore, S. Van de Water, D. Embry and S. Bergstresser
By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC
Owner: Diana Embry

Bitches, Novice - 2nd

DEL SOL ISABELLE’S DAZZLING PASSION
Breeder: Susan Van de Water
By Del Sol Black Diamond – Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Allure
Owner: Rachel Veed

BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

RAVENNA ELANCE UNITED IN LOVE. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owners: Danielle Snyder, DVM and Cherie Hunchak

BELIANA VON ALSHAMINA. (Germany) Breeder: Nadja Koschwitz. By Of Golden West Hearty Taifun – Rose of Heaven Sokolow. Owner: Monika Sima

BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

FOLLY QUARTERS WINDSONG. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice

MAJENKIR MIMOSA. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral. Owner: Rita M. Rice


MEYTA OAKLARA STRACCIATELLA. Breeder: Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Coburn Meyta Noir D’Cocoa – GCh. Oaklara Serendipity, JC. Owners: Laura Hyatt and Patricia Murphy

MELOCKOFF’S MILLION DOLLAR BABY. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy. By DC Riju Enjoy The Ride, SC, RN, BN, PCD – GCh. Melockoff’s Sylvia. Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

AVALON RUNTUFF PICKLEBACK. Breeder: Kristen Suhrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo. By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN – FC Wind ’n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC. Owner: Sandra Moore

ORONZOV A STEPPES MAN ON THE MOON AT UPONTYNE. Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Deneen and Amanda Cone

AVALYN EXCALIBUR OF BIBIKOV. Breeder: Frances Wright. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie. Owners: Lynne and Rachel Bennett


RAVENNA REMEMBERING KISS. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Kate Poplaski

STEPPES ORONZOVA HEADING FOR THE MOON. Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Robin Stachon and Monika Stachon

BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ORONZOV A STEPPES MAN ON THE MOON AT UPONTYNE. Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Deneen and Amanda Cone

BREEDERS OF EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES CONT. FROM PAGE 16

BY CH. JANTAR DEJA VU AT MAJENKIR – CH. KARITONOV MAJENKIR SOME ENCHANTED EVENING. Owners: Kimberley A. Horn-Janek and Robert Janek

ARIA CAPSIA’S NORTHERN YARROW @ RYHKA. Breeders: Diana Darling and Rita M. Rice. By Au Amberle’s Astatine’s White Glaceon of Ryhka – FC Aria Svora Black Capsicum of Ryhka, SC. Owners: Rita M. Rice and Diana Darling

SYLVAN RAFAELLA. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Hue And Cry – Ch. Sylvan Nutmeg. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale


Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st
RIVERRUN OXOTA WALTZING MATILDA AVALON
Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd
MAJENKIR CIRCLE IN A SPIRAL
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Majenkir Magnus O’Bliss – Majenkir Solarovna Electra
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd
MEYTA BLACKMOOR CINDERELLA ROCKAFELLA
Breeders: Laura Hyatt, Karen Wilkin and Christine Hart
By Ch. Annwn Ascalon – Meyta Blackmoor Single Sensation
Owner: Laura Hyatt

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th
KACHINA STORY BOOK LOVE
Breeder: Carol Enz
By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC
Owner: Carol Enz

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - OTHER ENTRIES:


LEJOY CAROL’S CHAMPAGNE ROCKET. Breeder: Carol Levine. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – GCh. Sylvan Stupefyian Jones. Owner: Carol Levine


FANTASIA SEABURY VELOCITY GIRL. Breeders: Judith K. Dennis and Dr. James Sillers. By Ch. Seabury Fantasia Maswik – DC Téine Zharkov Russian Thistle, SC. Owners: Judith K. Dennis and Ronald Mater

AVALYN WILD HEARTS CAN’T BE BROKEN. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By Ch. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli

RESOLUTE’S WILLA PARKER JEDAWN, JC. Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt


Continued on page 22

CONFORMATION

2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 23
Bitches, American Bred - 1st
VITRINA BLACK SWAN
Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By GCh. Vitrina Constellation – GCh. Vitrina Sylvan One From the Heart, JC. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Bitches, American Bred - 2nd
WIND 'N SATIN DRAGONS SOUL, JC.
Breeder: Mary Childs
By Kyrov-Bijoux Worth Waiting For – FC Wind ‘n Satin Jadus V Coburn, SC. Owner: Michele Fink

Bitches, American Bred - 3rd
RAVENNA JAFINN WATER MUSIC
Breeders: Caryl Dumaine and Jacki Strovers
By Ch. Riju Téine Finnegan’s Funtime – Ch. Ravenna Tesseract, BN. Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Bitches, American Bred - 4th
MAJENKIR CIRCE
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Majenkir My Vixen Aliy. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, American Bred - OTHER ENTRIES:
LAUREATE PERSONAL ENSIGN. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon. By Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Pascale Smith
ATTAWAY-KINOB GODIVA IRISH COFFEE. Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Melissa Pearce, KC Thompson and Tom Golcher. By Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan, SC – Ch. Attaway-Kinobi Running To Paradise, SC. Owner: Melissa Pearce
HINOTE MIELIKKI SECRET INTRIGUE AT HAPPY HOBBITS. Breeders: Renee McCartin and Margaret Strother. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Mielikki Windhaven Whispered Secret. Owner: Sandra L. Gillen

MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN DARK MUSE. Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM. By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at River Run, SC. Owner: Kathleen Poniatowski
SYLVAN IDLE DICE. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
**Bitches, Open - 1st**

**FC MIELIKKI DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT, SC, BN, RN**
Breeder: Renee McCartin  
By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, SC – Mielikki Prophet’s Song  
Owners: Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell

**Bitches, Open - 2nd**

**RIVERRUN OXOTA ROYAL BLACKBIRD AVALON**
Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore  
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owner: Minna Saarikko

**Bitches, Open - 3rd**

**AVALON WWW DARKSKAYA, SC, RN, CGC**
Breeders: Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser.  
By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark  
Owners: Leigh Paintin and Leonore Abordo

**Bitches, Open - 4th**

**FANTASIA SEABURY JETT**
Breeders: Judith K. Dennis and Dr. James Sillers  
By Ch. Seabury Fantasia Maswlk – DC Téine Zharkov Russian Thistle, SC. Owners: Judith K. Dennis and Ronald Mater

**Bitches, Open - OTHER ENTRIES:**


SVERSHIN TWIN ELMS ADELE, SC. Breeders: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz. By Petya SVershin Time For a Kiss, SC – Ch. Twin Elms SVershin Ariel, SC. Owners: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz


C’LESTIAL RIAN’S POSITRON OF RYHKA. Breeders: Liz Green and Diana Darling. By C’lestial Pure Perfection, SC – Butterfly’s Rian’s Lorindol of Ryhka. Owners: Danielle Snyder, DVM and Diana Darling

MOROZOVA REY’S LA FEMME NIKITA. Breeders: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams. By Ch. Morozova’s Rockwell, JC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owners: Cynthia and Robert Jabour


Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st
GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC
By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC – Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC. Owner: Robin K. Riel

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd
CH. TAUGO ULRIC
Breeder: Merla Thomson
By Bon Jour Stepowy Goniec – Ch. Taugo Sophie Kauz
Owners: Ken Cook and Wanda Konski

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd
GCH. MAJENKIR RINGMASTER AT RAYNBO
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Regal by Design – Ch. Majenkir Alunya
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 4th
DC AVALON WNS RISING SUN, SC, CA, BN, CGC
Breeder: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC
Owners: Sandra Moore and Shelby Bergstresser

DOGS, VETERANS 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 - OTHER ENTRIES:
GCH. PARADISE SPIRIT TORCH SONG ENCHANTE. Breeders: Susan M. Motisi and Kristi J. Arnaquist. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago – Ch. Iskra Kalinow. Owner: Mary Sue Marcyn


CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC. Breeder: Kris Woddacl. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivors, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancer’s Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger


CH. TÉINE PA VO AT HAPPY HOBBITS, SC. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Silkenstwift Stardust, JC – DC Rassim’s Dornroeschen at Téine, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Gillen
Dogs, Veterans 10 years and older - 1st
GCH. DC TZIRINA BOX OF CHOCOLATES, MC, CA
Breeders: Rhea and Jasper Russo
By Ch. Svora’s Special Request, JC – FCh. Svora’s High Echelon, SC
Owners: Krista Hunt, DVM and Rhea and Jasper Russo

Dogs, Veterans 10 years and older - 2nd
GCH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE TARGA, SC, CGC
Breeders: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD
By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC
 Owners: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

BITCHES, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25

WILD HUNT DOUBLE ENTRENDRE. Breeder: G. Ariel Duncan.
By GCh. DC Ashtoria Irishbrook Wild Hunt Lemans, RA, SC – DC
Ashtoria Wild Hunt Mystery Unveiled, RN, SC. Owners: Chuck and
Karla Grabosky

SKYLER CONTESSA’S TRIBUTE TO KHANZADE. Breeders:
Melissa Hundley and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Cazimir’s Tvarish – Ch.
Khanzade Skyler V Timatuck. Owners: Melissa and Chris Hundley

SUNBURST VISION SPLENDOR. Breeders: Garnett Thompson
and Marilyn McGraw. By Ch. Sunburst Huntsman at Mechta – Ch.
Sunburst Courage. Owners: Garnett Thompson and Donna Smith

FOLLY QUARTERS SOFIYA. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Astara’s
Bring It On – Ch. Folly Qtrs’ Svetlana Zoyanovna. Owners: Jennifer
Lyle and Maggie Rice

STERLING KALLIGRAPHY. Breeders: Amanda Murphy and Lisa
Cole. By Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Sterling Picadilly Lilly. Owners:
Nicole S. Russ and Amanda Murphy

SECRET GARDEN RHAPSODY OF ANGELS AT DANCELLA.
Breeder: Mary Richter. By Secret Garden Euroclydon – Secret Garden
Christmas Carol. Owner: Linda Barad

JANTAR EVERMORE AT MAJENKIR. Breeder: Rita S. Walker. By
Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Northwoods Jantar Timeless Love.
Owner: Karen Staadt-Cartabona
Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st
CH. KATZ FIFTH AVENUE FASHION, JC
Breeders: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
By Ch. Katz Devoted To a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd
CH. KATUSHKA MEYTA ANNA SUI, CGC
Breeders: Joyce Law and Laura Hyatt
By Ch. Katushka Rock Star – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash
Owners: Joan Tierney and Joyce Law

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd
GCH. ZABAVA TIRAMISU
Breeders: Irina Terra, Kristina Terra and John S. Lee
By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 4th
GCH. SOYARA’S CELESTE AIDA, JC
Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky
By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar
Owners: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - OTHER ENTRIES:

DC VALINOR’S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERUN, RN, SC.
Breeders: Deborah and Ormonde Butler. By DC Aragorn’s Barron GL Jedediah, SC – FC Mecha’s LX at Mustang, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM

GCH. GOLIGHTLY BEAU SOLEIL LAGNIAPPE, JC.

GCH. PARADISE SPIRIT AMAZING GRACE ENCHANTÉ.
Breeders: Susan M. Motisi and Kristi J. Arnaquist. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago – Ch. Iskra Kalinow. Owner: Mary Sue Marcyn

CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemmy, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

CH. KARITONOV’S MAJENKIR SOME ENCHANTED EVENING.


CH. ALDEMOOR’S EVANESCENCE, SC.
Breeders: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Draic Kin, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera, ROM-C. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 1st
CH. ASHTORIA IRISHBROOK WLDHNT ORLEANS, AN, JC
Breeder: Robin K. Riel, Michael L. and Vicki L. Savage
By DC Tour De France of the Wild Hunt, CD, SC, ROM-X – Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, JC. Owners: Jane Berardi-Malloy and G. Ariel Duncan

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 2nd
CH. WILD HUNT ROMAN CANDLE, SC, RN
Breeder: G. Ariel Duncan
By Ch. Seventh Dynasty of the Wild Hunt, JC – Ch. Roma Cantar of the Wild Hunt. Owner: G. Ariel Duncan

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 3rd
AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC
Breeder: Sandra Moore
By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Dark Fire, SC – Stillwater British Echo, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 4th
GCH. SYLVAN VITRINA FINIAN’S RAINBOW, SC
Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Vig Trantanella
By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - other entries:
GCH. VITRINA SYLVAN ONE FROM THE HEART, JC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Vig Trantanella. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella


Brace Class - 1st
GCH. SOYARA’S CELESTE AIDA, JC
GCH. SOYARA’S CARMEN FANTASY
Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky

Brace Class - 2nd
DC VALINOR’S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN, RN, SC
CH. OXOTA RIVERRUN TANGMALANGALOO AVLON, JC, AN, CGC
Owner: Karla Smith, DVM
Owners: Ken and Leigh Paintin and Karla Smith, DVM

Brace Class - 3rd
GOLIGHTLY DAMASK ROZA VETROV
GCH. GOLIGHTLY’S BIG DAY
Owners: Marcella Zobel and Josephine A. Hill
Owner: Marcella and Philip Zobel

Brace Class - 4th
CH. OXOTA AVALON HALBERD, SC
DC OXOTA AVALON SWITCHBLADE, SC
Owners: Josie & Mike Haumont and Leonore Abordo
Owner: Leonore Abordo

Brace Class - Other Entries:
AVALON DARK KNIGHT WILLOWIND DEL SOL, SC. Owners:
Archie Doby, Sandra Moore and Javier Ocasio
AVALON DOLCE TIGRECILLA WILLOWIND, SC, CGC. Owners:
Javier Ocasio

BORZOI Team Class - 1st
FOLLY QUARTERS WINDCATCHER, FOLLY QUARTERS WINDHUNTER, FOLLY QUARTERS WINDSONG, FOLLY QUARTERS SOFYA
Owners: Jennifer Lyle (Sofiya only) and Maggie Rice
Stud Dog Class - 1st

**GCH. VITRINA CONSTELLATION**

Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella.
By Ch. Vitrina Rocky Road to Justice – GCh. Vitrina Heart of Gold Hvala Trillion. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Stud Dog Class - 2nd

**CH. MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR FYODOR FINE ART**


Stud Dog Class - 3rd

**DC AVALON WNS RISING SUN, SC, CA, BN, CGC**

Breeders: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore.
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owners: Sandra Moore and Shelby Bergstresser

Stud Dog Class - 4th

**GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ECLIPSE OF THE HEART, SC, CGC**

Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.
By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC, CGC. Owners: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson

**STUD DOG CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES:**

ISLEHAVEN OSTDROV ZABA VA ANTIGUE. Breeders: Phyllis Potter, Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra. By GCh. Zabava Tabasco, JC – Ch. Coburn’s Sea Breeze at Islehaven. Owner: Phyllis M. Potter

GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC.

GCH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE TARGA, SC, CGC. Breeders: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC. Owners: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

GCH. PROMISES CROWN JEWEL NICHOLAS. Breeder: Jackie Corsette. By Promises Amighty Fortress – Promises Hawaiian Sunrise. Owner: Jean W. Durdin
**Brood Bitch Class - 1st**

**AVALON TIGRESS IN THE DARK, SC**

*Breeder: Sandra Moore.*
*By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Dark Fire, SC – Stillwater British Echo, SC*
*Owner: Sandra Moore*

**Brood Bitch Class - 2nd**

**DC VALINOR'S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN, AN, SC**

*Breeders: Deborah and Ormonde Butler.*
*By DC Aragorn’s Barron GL Jedediah, SC – FC Mecha’s LX at Mustang, SC*
*Owner: Karla Smith, DVM*

**Brood Bitch Class - 3rd**

**GCH. VITRINA SYLVAN ONE FROM THE HEART, JC**

*Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Vig Trantanella.*
*By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC*
*Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella*

**Brood Bitch Class - 4th**

**GCH. ZOOROPA LAUREATE ADRIENNE PICTURE THIS**

*Breeders: Patty Anderson and Monica Barry.*
*By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Adrienne Taking Flight. Owners: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam*

**Brood Bitch Class - OTHER ENTRIES:**

**MAJENKIR CIRCLE IN A SPIRAL.** *Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona.*
*By Majenkir Magnus O’Blyss – Majenkir Solarovna Electra. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona*

**CH. ALDEMOOR’S EVANESCENCE, SC.** *Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble.*
*By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Drac Kin, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera, ROM-C. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble*

**CH. KATZ FIFTH AVENUE FASHION, JC.** *Breeder: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer.*
*By Ch. Katz Devoted To a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer*

**GCH. GOLIGHTLY BEAU SOLEIL LAGNIAPPE, JC.** *Breeder: Marcella and Philip Zobel.*
*By Kyrov’s Intensity – DC Golightly Glacis LeReau, SC. Owners: Dedra R. and Gregory T. Jones*

*By GCH. Majenkir A King’s Ransom – Ch. Booksitor My Majenkir Gem, CDX. Owners: Kimberley A. Horn-Janek, Robert Janek and Karen Staudt-Cartabona*
Altered Class - 1st
**FC WINDSHEER K-C RED LIGHT SPECIAL, SC**

Altered Class - 2nd
**WIND ’N SATIN CURVE MEETS CURVE**
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Kyrov-Bijoux Worth Waiting For – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owners: Donald and Karen Kostishack (Bitch)

Altered Class - 3rd
**GREYHAVEN INDIAN SUMMER**
Breeder: Marilyn Polsfuss. By Greyhaven Sorcerer’s Apprentice – Greyhaven Dark Side of the Moon Owner: Pascale Smith (Bitch)

Altered Class - 4th
**GCH. RIVER BEND ZANZIBAR, JC**
Breeder: Marilyn Kivela. By GCh. Rassim’s Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA – Ch. Nickolai Roydar River Aziza, CD, RN, JC. Owners: Marilyn Kivela and Charles Mayer

**ALTERED CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES:**
WIND ’N SATIN ENDLESS JOY. Breeders: Dr. Ronn Rucker and Mary Childs. By Ch. Yegorov Sea of Change, CD, JC – Wind ’n Satin Ouija Omari. Owner: Lee Ann Kohler

GCH. PARADISE SPIRIT AMAZING GRACE ENCHANTÉ. Breeders: Susan M. Motisi and Kristi J. Arnquist. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago – Ch. Iskra Kalinow. Owner: Mary Sue Marcy (Bitch)

CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivors, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger (Dog)

CH. ALDEMOOR’S EV ANESCENCE, SC. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Draic Kin, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera, ROM-C. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble (Bitch)

WINDKIT’S HARD HEARTED HANNAH. Breeder: Ellen Green. By Windkist’s Nighthawk – Astara’s Sweet Innocence. Owners: Bob and Diana Bates (Bitch)

**AB** ARIA’S MOST HAPPY FELLA. Breeders: Rita M. and Bryan C. Rice. By GCh. Ari’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Sunburst die Fledermaus Rosalinde. Owners: Diane Bracuto and Rita Rice

CONFORMATION
BEST OF BREED COMPETITION - OTHER ENTRIES


GCH. DC TZIRINA BOX OF CHOCOLATES, MC, CA. Breeders: Rhea and Jasper Russo. By Ch. Svora`s Special Request, JC – FCh. Svora`s High Echelon, SC. Owners: Krista Hunt, DVM and Rhea and Jasper Russo (Veteran Dog)


CH. OXOTA AVALON HALBERD, SC. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore and Joan Garth. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, RE, SC - Avalon Tigriss in the Dark, JC. Owners: Josie & Mike Haumont and Leonore Abordo (Dog)


CH. SVERSHIN TWIN ELM'S ANTON, JC. Breeders: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz. By Petya Svershin Time For a Kiss, SC – Ch. Twin Elms Svershin Ariel, SC. Owners: Terry Ann Doane and Suzan Breaz (Dog)

CH. KONSTANTIN'S SUMMER SOLSTICE, RN, SC, CGC. Breeder: Karen Haberkorn. By Ch. Paradise Spirit Me N’ Bobby McGee, UDX, OM, RAE – Ch. Calaron Charley’s Angel. UDX, RE, SC. Owner: Karen Haberkorn (Dog)

CH. AASHTORIA’S MY SECRET AGENDA. Breeder: Robin K. Riel. By GCh. Aashtoria Wild Hunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Aashtoria Irishbrook La Rochelle, JC. Owners: Ken Porter and Robin Riel (Dog)

GCH. OSTROV ZABAVA CASANOVA. Breeders: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra. By GCh. Zubava Bering Strait – Ch. Zubava Monoceros, ROM-C. Owner: Patricia Wiseman (Dog)

GCH. ARUZIA MOONSTONE OF RIVERVUE. Breeders: Lorrie and Stephanie Parker and Roy Silguero. By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – Ch. Elance Tadbit O’Brindle Mist – GCh. Golightly Beau Soleil Lagniappe, JC. Owners: Cynthia L. and Michael J. Michalak (Dog)
The Leonard Tamboer Memorial Trophy: Bronze Borzoi Statue from a limited edition of 25 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Elizabeth and Lena Tamboer through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Majenkir Challenge Trophy: Bronze Borzoi Sculpture from a limited edition of 3 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same breeder, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s and breeder’s name each year and a plaque will be awarded to commemorate the win. This trophy is offered by the Friends of Karen Staudt-Cartabona, Majenkir Borzoi, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Founder’s Trophy - In Honor of Joseph B. Thomas, Dr. John DeMund and James Mortimer, the Founders of the Russian Wolfhound Club of America. A bronze head study of three Borzoi from a limited edition of 25 for Best of Breed. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog or in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Tom & Laurie Kasowski, Spindrift Borzoi, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.

The Saringa Challenge Trophy - Bronze Borzoi Sculpture from a limited edition of 15 for Best in Puppy Classes. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. It must be won three times by the same owner, but not necessarily in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. The trophy will be engraved with the winner’s name each year. This trophy is offered by Victor Harrison and Jenny Dove, Saringa Sighthounds, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show.
CH. PHAEODRA’S MYSTICAL ZDREAM AT DANCELLA. Breeders: Kevin Shimek, DVM and Carol Kubiak-Zamora. By Ch. Majenkir Krasivi Volschebnik – Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztarshine. Owner: Linda Barad (Dog)

GCH. ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS. Breeders: Rita Rice and Paul and Jessica Nettles. By GCh. Aria’s The Quiet Man – DC Aria Svora Cascabel, SC. Owners: Rita M. Rice (Dog)

GCH. SOYARA'S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN. Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky (Dog)

CH. BON AMI PERFECT TIMING NICKOLAI. Breeder: Kelly Patti. By Ch. Zharkov Téine Jansen – Nickolai Olovo Kalsera. Owner: Kelly Patti (Dog)


LEJOY CAROL'S WINTERGREEN JOJO’S GIFT OF GRACE. Breeder: Carol Levine. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – GCh. Sylvan Stupefyan Jones. Owner: Carol Levine

GCH. DC JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AURORA. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens to Betsy, JC. Owners: Leslie Walenta (Bitch)

GCH. AVALYN'S SERENITY. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Rachel Bennett. By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – Ch. Avalyn Everything My Heart Desires. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Rachel Bennett


GCH. SOYARA’S CARMEN FANTASY. Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky (Bitch)

SKYLER CONTESSA’S TRIBUTE TO KHANZADE. Breeders: Melissa Hundley and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Czimir’e Tvarish – Ch. Khanzade Sklyer V Timatuck. Owners: Melissa and Chris Hundley


GCH. CHIHAWK ECHOVESNA I LUV YOU. Breeders: Tami and Marilyn McGraw. By Ch. Sunburst Huntsman at Mechta – Ch. Majenkir Radioactive Dreams, SC. Owners: Naida Parker, Y. Diane Jacobs and Winnie Kelly (Bitch)


CH. SCHEREMETJEW LYRA’S VEGA. Breeder: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By GCh. Scheremetjew Porsche Targa, SC, CGC – GCh. Horse and Hound Bretagne at Scheremetjew, SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD (Bitch)

DC JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR. SC. Breeders: Cynthia and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law. By GCh. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Emma Gauthier and Cynthia Gredys (Bitch)


CH. OF GOLDEN-WEST HEARTY ALISA. Breeder: Nina Peedu. By Coverdale’s Ikson – LeiCro’s Russian Zikada. Owner: Donna Smith (Bitch)


CH. NICKOLAI MAVIAM DARKSIDE OF THE MOON. Breeders: Bonnie Nichols and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Téine Fire and Brimstone, RN, JC – Ch. Nickolai Pavlio Kahlua, CD. Owner: Louise O’Bryan (Bitch)

GCH. KORSAKOV’S VICTORY QUEST WHITE SAGE. Breeders: Jane M. Bishop and Patricia Triandos. By Ch. Radost White Rock – GCh. Korsakov’s Quantum Leap. Owner: Marie S. White (Bitch)

DC SILKENSWIFT BOUNCE INTO FIRST DAWN. SC. Owners: Ronnie McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell. By SilkenSwift Blue Kolya – Celeritas Bellatrix at SilkenSwift, SC. Owners: Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell (Bitch)


DC C’LESTIAL SOUTHERN XENON LIGHTS OF RYHKA, MC. Breeders: Liz Green and Diana Darling. By FC C’lestial Casino Royale, SC – FC Kristull Rhenium of Ryhka, SC. Owner: Diana Darling (Bitch)

GCH. LEGENDE’S PATRICIAN IBABY INFINITE DREAMS. Breeder: Dr. Patricia Sargeant. By Ch. Staraja Russia Dushil Legende – Ch. Legendes E-Baronessa Pearle. Owners: Chuck and Karla Grabosky (Bitch)


GCH. SCHEREMETJEW TIMELESS ETERNITY. Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky (Bitch)

SKYLER CONTESSA’S TRIBUTE TO KHANZADE. Breeders: Melissa Hundley and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Czimir’e Tvarish – Ch. Khanzade Sklyer V Timatuck. Owners: Melissa and Chris Hundley


GCH. SKYLER TRYST’S TRIBUTE TO KHANZADE. Breeders: Melissa Hundley and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Czimir’e Tvarish – Ch. Khanzade Sklyer V Timatuck. Owners: Rhonda Robins and Melissa Hundley (Dog)

CH. AVALON XPEDITION, CGC. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By FC Avalon Dark Voyager of Ryhka – Ch. Avalon Radioactive Dreams, SC. Owners: Jim and Deb Meyer, Josie Haumont and Leonore Abordo (Dog)

GCH. AASHTORIA ARUZIA COOKIE DOUGH. Breeders: Robin K. and Charles Riel. By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC, CGC – Ch. Ashtoria Irishbrook La Rochelle, JC. Owners: Lorrie Scott, Jean Patten and Janice McMinn (Bitch)

GCH. CHIHAWK ECHOVESNA I LUV YOU. Breeders: Tami and Peggy Marshall and Harriet Goldner. By Echovesna Koral Good
The Triathlon Perpetual Trophy: An original bronze sculpture set into a plaque. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. The trophy will not be retired and will stay in the possession of the BCOA. An engraved brass plate with each dog’s name and titles accrued at the time of the win; owner’s name or names and the year of win will be affixed to the plaque. A cast of the sculpture will be given to commemorate the win, compliment of the artist, Garry Newton, Solari. The trophy is offered by the Friends of the Triathlon, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its Annual Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the Annual Specialty Show.

The Charles J. Kubiak Challenge Trophy: A mounted cast metal Borzoi sculpture on a walnut base to be awarded to the Best of Breed winner at the Borzoi Club of America National Specialty ASFA coursing trial. Competition is open to any BCOA member in good standing at the time of the win. It must be won three times by the same owner, not necessarily with the same dog nor in consecutive years, for permanent possession and retirement. This trophy is offered by the Friends of Charles J. Kubiak and the Garden State Sighthound Association, through the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. at its annual National Specialty Show and will be on exhibit at the show. This trophy will remain in the possession of the Borzoi Club of America.

**BEST OF BREED COMPETITION - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36**

**Vibrations – Ch. Echovesna Chihawk First Luv. Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall (Bitch)**

**GCH. MASKOVA’S ZILVER STRAND MYSTERE. Breeders: Fran Wright, Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owners: Theresa and Jos Euser (Bitch)**

**GCH. OSTROV ZABA V A COVER GIRL. Breeders: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra. By GCh. Zabava Bering Strait – Ch. Zabava Monoceros, ROM-C. Owner: Patricia Wiseman (Bitch)**


Observations and Critique of the 2015 Borzoi Club of America National Specialty
By Anne Midgarden, DVM

I had an excellent entry of Borzoi to judge in Huron, Ohio for the 2015 Borzoi Club Of America’s national specialty show. I found many qualities in each hound that were indicative of Borzoi type and beauty. I am honored that my fellow Borzoi breeders brought their best. In 2014 I judged the Borzoi Yearly in Germany as well as the Australian Borzoi National, so I was particularly pleased to see the American Borzoi holding their own with the rest of the world.

I was quite impressed with all the exhibitors and hounds and enjoyed every minute in the ring. Most hounds were well presented and most Borzoi had the self-confident temperament that reflects the courage called for in the standard. Many exhibitors could have done a better job showing bites and teeth by peeling back all the lips and pointing the mouth toward the judge but I expect this to improve with practice. A few hounds were over groomed and some were still wet from a recent bath; and although this did not affect my judging, I do hope this is not going to be a trend in the Borzoi ring.

As I judge I looked particularly for exceptional qualities specific to Borzoi rather than generic show dog features. I placed a great emphasis on balance, outline, unmistakable elegance and sound running gear: long arched loin, tight connective tissue and bladed bone. Borzoi with loose, clunky or weedy construction did not advance. Secondly I looked for soundness in structure as indicated by powerful and deep jaws with strong clean teeth (broad scissors bites with very few missing teeth) as well as parallel limbs with clean movement. Each and every Borzoi who made the first cut possesses the majority of these qualities and is therefore an excellent example of the breed.

Altered class:
1st - FC Windsheer K-C Red Light Special is a sound elegant bitch in shining red.
2nd - Wind-n-Satin Curve Meets Curve is a strong balanced bitch with lovely angles.
3rd - Greyhaven Indian Summer has a lovely head, deep chest and long sidegait.
4th - GCh. Riverbend Zanzibar, JC has a lovely head, curving outline and long sidegait.

6 – 9 month Puppy Dogs:
1st - FC Windsheer K-C Red Light Special is a sound elegant bitch in shining red.
2nd - Wind-n-Satin Curve Meets Curve is a strong balanced bitch with lovely angles.
3rd - Greyhaven Indian Summer has a lovely head, deep chest and long sidegait.
4th - GCh. Riverbend Zanzibar, JC has a lovely head, curving outline and long sidegait.

6 – 9 month Puppy Bitches
1st - Zoirboz Explore The Starlight is a lovely puppy with a long elegant head and a sound gait.
2nd - Mielikki Kalabria Balor does have a lovely head and sound movement. He is in very good condition.
3rd - Rythma's Bright Star does have a lovely head and sound movement. He is very eye catching.
4th - Mielikki Kalabria Riverrun Dark Star has exceptionally correct muscle and soundness in an elegant package.

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs
1st - (BWD) Kostal Zabaia Islehaven Ceylon is a super elegant dog with a lovely head and long clean springy sidegait. He is in very good condition.
2nd - Mielikki Kalabria Riverrun Dark Star has exceptionally correct muscle and soundness in an elegant package.
3rd - Vitrina Fiero has very long low sidegait and solid construction.
4th - Avalon Druid Dance Willowind is a solid balanced hound with good muscle and a sound clean trot.

American Bred Dogs
1st - (BW) Mielikki Kalabria Riverrun Into Darkness is a super elegant dog with a lovely head and long clean springy sidegait. He is in very good condition.
2nd - Mielikki Kalabria Riverrun Into Darkness is a super elegant dog with a lovely head and long clean springy sidegait. He is in very good condition.
3rd - Wind ’n Satin Black Caviar On Ice has a lovely silhouette from a well angulated front and rear with exceptionally good breadth and depth.
**Best Junior Showman (Open Intermediate)**

**MADISON GILBERT**

CH. RESOLUTE’S RAFE BAUDEEN JEDAWN

Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA

Owners: Mark, Trestina and Madison Gilbert

---

**Novice Intermediate - 1st**

**ISABELLE VEED**

**DEL SOL ISABELLE’S DAZZLING PASSION**

Breeder: Susan Van de Water,

By Del Sol Black Diamond – Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Allure

Owner: Rachel Veed (Daughter)

---

**Novice Intermediate - 2nd**

**ASHLYNN I. KOHLER**

**WIND ‘N SATIN ENDLESS JOY**

Breeders: Dr. Ronn Rucker and Mary Childs

By Ch. Yegorov Sea of Change, CD, JC – Wind ‘n Satin Ouija Omani

Owner: Lee Ann Kohler (Daughter)

---

**OTHER ENTRIES:**

**OPEN SENIOR 1ST**


---

**2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 39**
**Best in Triathlon**

**KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, JC, CGC**


**TRIATHLON OTHER ENTRIES:**

- SYLVAN PIMLICO, CGC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Sylvan Topanga Canyon. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
- CH. CT GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, GN, RAE, JC. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivors, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger
- CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ’N SATIN. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC. Owner: Linda Beisswenger
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience Base Score</th>
<th>Obedience Bonus</th>
<th>Rally Base Score</th>
<th>Rally Bonus</th>
<th>Conformation Base Score</th>
<th>Conformation Bonus</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Base Score</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Bonus</th>
<th>LGRA Base Score</th>
<th>LGRA Bonus</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sylvan Pimlico, “Pico”</td>
<td>48.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>205.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Zoiboyz Guinness, SC, F.Ch. “Guinness”</td>
<td>49.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>199.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirov Strike It Rich At Highpoint “Strike”</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>265.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Hunt Joie de Vivre At Highpoint “Jean Luc”</td>
<td>67.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>206.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maskova’s Mascha Midnite Kiss of the Wild Hunt, JC, RN “Jada”</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>237.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalon Dolce Tigrecilla Willowind, SC, CGC “Dolce”</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>218.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Wild Hunt Savoir-faire, SC, RN, CGC “Nicolette”</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>252.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvalonWW Darkskaya Dare, SC, RN, CGC “Skaya”</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>229.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Mielikki Dir Shepard at Silkenswift, SC, RN, BN, FCh. “Jenny”</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>247.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. CT Romanoc Gerhard’s Gaze of Coburn, CDX, JC, GRC, RA, RATL, GN “Gaze”</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>226.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Coburn’s Jewel V Wind ‘n Satin “Amber”</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Konstantin’s Summer Solalice, SC, RN, CGC “Solly”</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>223.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. Avalon Oxota Katana Swift &amp; Silent, SC, LCM, CGC “Blade”</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. DC Zoiboyz Encore, SC, FCh, GRC, JOR “Encore”</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCh. DC Chihawk Maschas Dream of the Wild Hunt, SC, RN “Paloma”</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>227.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ENCORE, SC. Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Romaska’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v Rosehill, SC. Owner: Rita M. Rice

of chest.

Novice Bitches

1st - Willowind Demure Diva V. Avalon is a good looking girl with sloping shoulders.

2nd - Del Sol Isabelle’s Dazzling Passion is light on her feet.

Bred –By Exhibitor Bitches

1st - Riverrun Oxota Waltzing Matilda Avalon is a very sound bitch with well-developed muscling from proper condition. She has a long lovely head and strong yet elegant type.

2nd - Majenkir Circle in a Spiral has an exceptionally beautiful long loin, short back and ribs as well as well angulated stifles with clean well let down hocks.

3rd - Meyta Blackmoor Cinderella Rockafella is a solidly built bitch with a lovely Borzoi outline, sloping shoulders and sound ground covering movement.

4th - Kachina Story Book Love is an immature bitch with an excellent outline & type and the potential to have it all.

American Bred Bitches

1st - (WB) Vitrina Black Swan is a bitch with many ideal features. She has large dark soft expressive eyes, a long narrow head, broad scissor bite, small fine high set ears, an arched well set on neck with the sloping shoulders and deep chest that go with it. Her long loin and broad well-muscled rear contribute to her very long ground covering sidegait.

2nd - Wind’n Satin Dragons Soul JC has a lovely coat covering a solid body with balanced angulation and well let down hocks.

3rd - Ravenna Jafinn Water Music has very nice bladed bone. She has a lovely outline and long light movement.

4th - Majenkir Circe is a balanced athletic hound with very nice return of upper arm and soft expression.

Open Bitches

1st - (RWB) FC Mielikki Dir Shepard at Silkenswift, SC BN RN is a tight coordinated bitch with small highset ears, well muscled graceful curving loin, proper hare feet, straight bladed limbs with balanced well angulated front and rear and totally sound movement.

2nd - Riverrun Oxota Royal Blackbird Avalon is a sound athletic girl with bladed bone, a long head with a proper Roman finish, and long reaching sidegait.

3rd - Avalon WW Darkskaya SC, RN, CGC is a leggy elegant girl with an accentuated tuck up and very long light sidegait.

4th - Fantasia Seabury Jett has an exceptionally pleasing outline with the neck flowing smoothly into her short back & long loin.

Veteran Dogs 7 – 10 yrs

1st - (AOM) Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC looks to still be in her prime. She has an excellent front assembly and a matching well angled rear. Her long slightly arched loin and a lovely head just add elegance to her sound reaching movement.

2nd - Ch. Katushka Meyta Anna Sui, CGC is an elegant girl with a lovely head and expression.

3rd - GCh. Zabava Tiramisu is a balanced pretty girl with total soundness.

4th - GCh. Soyara’s Celeste Aida, JC has sloping shoulders a lovely outline.

Veteran Bitches 7 – 10 yrs

1st - (AOM) Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC was much the hardest I had to judge.

2nd - Ch. Wild Hunt Roman Candle, SC, RN is an elegant leggy girl who is looking lovely.

3rd - Avalon Tigress In The Dark, SC is a solid girl with excellent construction.

4th - GCh Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, SC still has her exquisite outline and unmistakable elegance.

Best of Breed - DC Oxota Avalon Switchblade, SC is everything a Borzoi should be. Her silky coat and elegant outline cover a hard muscular body. Her total soundness with every motion or position was just the icing to her Borzoi flowing lines. She has a long properly filled long narrow head, Wide scissor bite, tiny high set mobile ears, large dark expressive eyes, arched clean neck, sloping shoulders, deep slightly sprung chest, long arched loin, short back & ribs, high tuck up, tight hare feet, and wide rear. Her limbs and movement cannot be improved upon.

Select Bitch – GCh. Golightly’s Big Day has a lovely outline, balanced angulation, sound construction, and the most expressive soft intelligent expression on her long lovely head with a proper Roman finish.

Select Dog – GCh. Mielikki Hinote Secret Agent Man is a strong athletic hound just reaching his prime. He has an excellent combination of elegance and strength. He has a curving outline, very well let down hocks and noticeable ground covering stride.

AOM – GCh. Auroral’s Artemus is a strong hound with large dark eyes, a very strong arched neck, sloping shoulders, long loin, well angulated rear and low hocks.

AOM – Ch. Wind’n Satin Curves Comin’n Goin’ has just a lovely outline. He has a long head with large dark eyes, well let down hocks, tight construction, sound movement and a wealth of golden curls.

AOM – GCh. Yegorov Zabava Dearmrfantasy is a solid young dog with well developed muscle and sound movement.

AOM – GCh. Attaway-Kinobi Fogarty Creek, JC is an example of total soundness. He has muscle, hare feet, an exceptional deep, slightly sprung chest and balanced angulation.

AOM – GCh. Avalyn’s Magnum Force is a dog best appreciated with your hands. His neck, shoulders, chest and loin flow seamlessly into each other with balance and grace.

AOM – Vitrina Constellation has just the prettiest outline and longest sidegait. He has particularly correct bladed limbs and hare feet.

AOM – Ch. LeJoy Carol’s Blue Bayou has a really elegant style and outline. She has sloping shoulders with a nice return of upper arm, bladed limbs, balanced angulation and sound movement.

AOM & BOH – Ch. Aashtoria Svora Taiga Ice Queen has an unmistakably elegant outline with front and rear angulation in a smooth curving package.

AOM – GCh. DC Avalon Oxota Cinquedea, SC has a particularly nice blend of elegance and hard condition and soundness.
AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 1st

INT CH MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVERRUN INTO DARKNESS JC
Breeder: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey & Karla Smith. By CH Zharkov Téine Briar SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun SC RN
Owner: Ashley N Sydow.

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 2nd

RESOLUTE’S WILLA PARKER JEDAWN JC

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 3rd

AVALON WW DARKSKAYA DARE SC CGC RN

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 4th

RESOLUTE’S PATRICK FLYNN JEDAWN JC

AKC Open Stake ‘A’ – 5th

C’LESTIAL RED LANTERN OF RYHKAL
Breeder: Liz Green

AKC OPEN STAKE ‘A’ OTHER ENTRIES:


AKC Open Stake 'B' – 1st & Best of Breed
KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT CGC JC
Breeder: Barbara Ewing
By CH Kaskaya’s Farlov JC – DC Kirov Embryjada JC
Owner: Anne R Ford & Walter O Ford.

AKC Open Stake 'B' – 2nd
AVALON DRUID DANCE WILLOWIND
Breeder: Sandra Moore, Susan Van De Water, Diana Embry & Shelby Bergstresser.
By Avalon WNS Rising Sun SC CGC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark SC.
Owner: Susanne H Cecere & Sandra Moore.

AKC Open Stake 'B' – 3rd
CH ATTAWAY-KINOCI GALA MARGARITA
Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Melissa Pearce, Tom Golcher & KC Thompson.
By Chabibi’s Korona Kazan SC – CH Attaway-Kinobi Running to Paradise SC.
Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell.

AKC Open Stake 'B' – 4th
RESOLUTE'S BRETT MAIN JEDAWN JC
Breeder: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt & Dawn Hall.
By GCH DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart SC CGC – GCH DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora MC NA CGC.
Owner: Leslie Walenta & Charlotte Hunt.

AKC Open Stake 'B' – 5th
INT CH RESOLUTE’S TILLET MAIN JEDAWN JC
Breeder: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt & Dawn Hall.
By GCH DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart SC CGC – GCH DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora MC NA CGC.
Owner: Ashley N Sydow.

AKC OPEN STAKE 'B' OTHER ENTRIES:
AKC Open Stake ‘C’ – 1st
STARSWIIFT JUSTICE FOR ALL
Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By DC Téine Twist of Fate SC – DC Victoria Cross BN RN SC
Owner: Kathleen Lucy.

AKC Open Stake ‘C’ – 2nd
SYLVAN PIMLICO CGC
Breeder: Christopher & Patti Neale
By GCH Elance Beyond the Blue – GCH Sylvan Topanga Canyon
Owner: Christopher & Patti Neale.

AKC Open Stake ‘C’ – 3rd
FREEDOM-STARSWIIFT LET FREEDOM RING
Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By DC Téine Twist of Fate SC – GCH DC Avalon Victoria Cross BN RN SC
Owner: Martine Burton & Stewart Burton.

AKC Open Stake ‘C’ – 4th
CH WINDSHEER K-C THINKS MY TRACTOR’S SEXY
Breeder: Kasey A Parks & Leah N Lanier
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler JC – CH K-C’s Echo Of the Wild West SC
Owner: Sarah Harmon, Kasey A Parks & Leah N Lanier.

AKC Open Stake ‘C’ – 5th
CH GLADKII VETER RAVENS WOOD JC
Breeder: Roy Silguero & Curt Judd
By CH WindsnSatin Fledge V Coburn JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’Vision Alissa MC
Owner: Roy Silguero & Curt Judd.

AKC OPEN STAKE ‘C’ OTHER ENTRIES:

Continued on page 49
AKC Open Veteran Stake 1st
FC C'lestial Wild & Wonderful of Ryhka SC LCX2
Breeder: Liz Green & Karen Murray
By FC C’lestial Casino Royale – C’lestial Singapore Sling
Owner: Diana Darling & Liz Green

AKC Open Veteran Stake 2nd
FC Mielikki Dia Shepard At Silkenswift SC BN RN CGC
Breeder: Renee McCartin
By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm SC – Mielikki Prophet’s Song
Owner: Renee McCartin & Bonnie Dalzell

AKC Open Veteran Stake 3rd
GCH DC Int CH Jedawn's Princess Aurora MC NA CGC
Breeder: Dawn Hall, Jeff Hall & Shannon Myers
By CH Sylvan Scotch & Soda JC – CH Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy JC
Owner: Leslie Walenta & Charlotte Hunt

AKC Open Veteran Stake 4th
DC Téine Zharkov Bramble Road To Faerie SC
Breeder: Shirri Peak & Anne Midgarden
By DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Darkfire SC – DC Rassim’s Dornneschen At Téine SC
Owner: Dawn Gibas

AKC Open Veteran Stake 5th
FC Davidoff Velvet Lady Hawk Andragn JC
Breeder: Deborah Meyer, Josie Haumont, Sandra Moore & Paula Moore
By DC Avalon Kilimanjaro Del Sol SC RN – CH Avalon Irkalla of Davidoff
Owner: Paula Moore, Harvey Ross & Sandra Moore.
AKC Specials Stake 1st
FC C'LESTIAL KINETIC ENERGY OF RYHKA SC
Breeder: Liz Green & Diana Darling
By C’Lestial Pure Perfection SC – Butterfly’s Rian Lorindol of Ryhka
Owner: Liz Green.

AKC Specials Stake 2nd
FC WILD HUNT SAVOIR-FAIRE SC RN CGC
Breeder: G Ariel Duncan
By GCH DC Ashtoria Irlshbrook Wildhunt LeMans SC RA – DC Ashtoria Wild
Hunt Mystery Unveiled SC RN. Owner: G Ariel Duncan.

AKC Specials Stake 3rd
FC ZOIBOYZ GUINNESS
Breeder: KC Thompson & Tom Golcher
By FC Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan ROMX – CH Attaway-Kinobi Running to
Paradise. Owner: KC Thompson & Tom Golcher.

AKC Specials Stake 4th
GCH DC JUBILEE DROP OF GOLDEN SUN SC
Breeder: Cynthia Gredys
By CH Zabava Mars JC – GCH Jubilee Katushka Ebel
Owner: Cynthia Gredys.

AKC Specials Stake 5th
FC ALDEMOOR’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE SC
Breeder: Sandra L Simmons-Gamble
By DC Imagine Warrior Hektor RN SC – CH Aldemoor’s Evantescence SC.
Owner: Sandra L Simmons-Gamble.

AKC SPECIALS STAKE OTHER ENTRIES:
DC Silkenswift Bounce Into First Dawn SC. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell.
By Silkenswift Blue Kolya – Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift SC. Owner: Renee McCurtin & Bonnie Dalzell.


LGRA Best of Breed
**RIVERUN OXOTA FIRE IN THE GLEN AVALON SC CGC FCH SGRC**
Breeder: Karla Smith, Leonore Abordo & Sandra Moore
DC Avalon Victorian Pyre SC RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun SC RN. Owner: Tina Wismer, Tim Williams & Karla Smith.

LGRA High Score FTE – 8th
**KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT CGC JC**
Breeder: Barbara Ewing
CH Kaskava’s Farlov JC – DC Kirov Embriujada JC
Owner: Anne R Ford & Walter O Ford.

**LGRA High Score Veteran – 16th**
**DC VALINOR’S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN SC RN FCH GRC VLAA**

**OTHER LGRA ENTRIES:**
6 Attaway-Kinobi Godiva Irish Coffee SC. Breeder: KC Thompson, Tom Golcher, Melissa Pearce & Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By FC Chabibi’s

**Korona Kazan SC LCM SGRC ROMX – CH Attaway-Kinobi Running to Paradise SC FCh. Owner: Melissa Pearce.**
11 GCH Mielikki HiNote Secret Agent Man GRC. Breeder: Renee McCartin & Margaret Strother. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler JC FCH GRC – Mielikki Windhaven Whispered Secret GRC. Owner: Renee McCartin.
19 FC Windsheer K-C Red Light Special SC. Breeder: Kasey A
**LGRA ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48**

**20**

**21**

**22**

**23**

**AKC COURSING ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47**

**AB**

**AB**

**AKC OPEN STAKE OTHER ENTRIES (NOT PRESENT) CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45:**

**AB**

**LAME**

**LAME**
Tatezi Téine Tiger by the Tail JC. Breeder: Sheryl Gresser-Kuhn & Anne Midgarden. By DC Téine Twist of Fate SC – DC Tatezi Nashville Skyline Rag MC LCX. Owner: Sheryl Gresser-Kuhn.

**LAME**

**AB**

**LAME**

**SEASON**
Scheremetjew Lyra’s Vega. Breeder: Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson MD. By GCH Scheremetjew Proche Targa SC CGC – GCH DC Horse and Hound Bretagne at Scheremetjew SC. Owner: Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson MD.

**AB**

**SEASON**
Wild Hunt Par Excellence at Scheremetjew SC CGC. Breeder: G Ariel Duncan. By GCH DC Ashtoria Irshbrook Wildhnt LeMans RA SC – CH Ashtoria Wildhunt Mystery Unveiled RN SC. Owner: Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson MD.

**SEASON**
High in Obedience Trial - Novice Class B – 198.5
CH. RIJU FUN & GAMES, CD, JC, BN, RN, NJP
Breeder: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert
By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN
Owners: June and Rich Mintchell

Obedience Novice Class B - 2nd & AOM - 195
CH. KONSTANTIN’S SUMMER SOLSTICE, RN, SC, CGC
Breeder: Karen Haberkorn
By Ch. Paradise Spirit Me N’ Bobby McGee, UDX, OM, RAE – Ch. Calaron Charley’s Angel. UDX, RE, SC. Owner: Karen Haberkorn

Obedience Novice Class B - 3rd - 189
KIROV STRIKE IT RICH AT HIGHPOINT, JC, CGC
Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Kuskaya’s Farlov, JC – Ch. Kirov Embrujada
Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

Obedience Novice Class B - Other Entries:
NQ SYLVAN PIMLICO, CGC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Sylvan Topanga Canyon. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
NQ 344 DC RIJU ENJOY THE RIDE, SC, PCD, BM, RN. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June and Rich Mintchell

GCH. DC GLADKII VETER MATTER OF TASTE, MC, LCX2.
Breeder: Roy Silguero, Mary Childs and Dora McDonald. By Ch. Yegorov Sea of Change, CD, JC – DC Wind ’n Satin Ty Kau, MC, LCX. Owners: Roy Silguero and Curt Judd
OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - 1st - 192
GCH. BORSCANA MELISSA LOVELETTER, JC, RN, OAJ
Breeder: Lise Edland and Rickard Sellin
By Borzowski’s Phenomenon – Borasca Volturine
Owner: Paul and Christine Danker

OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - 2nd - 189
AVON DARK KNIGHT WILLOWIND DEL SOL, SC
Breeder: Sandra Moore, Susan Van de Water, Diane Embry, Shelby Bergstresser.
By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Avalon Tigrina in the Dark
Owner: Archie Doby, Sandra Moore and Javier Ocasio

OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - 3rd - 188
OXOTA RIVERRUN MONSTER MASH AVALON, CGC
Breeder: Karla Smith, DVM, Leenore Abordo and Sandra Moore
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC.
Owner: J.J. Moore and Leonore Abordo

OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - 4th - 185
FC WILD HUNT SAVOIR-FAIRE, SC, RN, CGC
Breeder: G. Ariel Duncan
By GCh. DC Ashtoria Irishbrook Wild Hunt Lemans, RA, SC – DC Ashtoria Wild Hunt Mystery Unveiled, RN, SC.
Owner: G. Ariel Duncan

OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' OTHER ENTRIES:
Owner: G. Ariel Duncan, Ralph Jamison, Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

Owner: Valerie Holmes, Ralph Jamison and G. Ariel Duncan

Owner: William and Karen Ackerman

WILD HUNT JOIE DE VIVRE AT HIGHPOINT, JC, CGC.
Breeder: G. Ariel Duncan. By DC Ashtoria Irishbrook Wild Hunt Lemans, RA, SC – Ch. Ashtoria Wild Hunt Mystery Unveiled, RN, SC.
Owner: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ‘N SATIN. Breeder: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC.
Owner: Linda Beisswenger

HIGHGARDEN TÉINE SEPTIMUS SEVERUS, SC. Breeder: Amy H. Sikula and Anne Midgaraden, DVM. By GCh. DC K-C WindSheer Stayin’ Alive, CD, RN, SC – DC Baryschka’s Krassiwaja, SC.
Owner: Marilyn Kivela

CH. WINDRIFT ITZAPARTY AT THE WILD HUNT, RN, JC.

AXIOM BERIOZKA, RN. Breeder: Angela Berger Chalker. By L’Bjorzoi’s Gypsy Fire of Sunburst – Ch. Lara’s Axiom Divine Madness. Owner: Lois Schulz

OBEDIENCE 2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 51
**Obedience Beginner Novice 'A' - 1st - 196**

**ECHOVESNA’S KNIGHT IN WHITE SATIN**

*Breeders: Harriet Goldner*

*By Ch. Echovesna’s Haute Couture – Ch. Echovesna Chihawk in the Mood. Owners: Bradley and Michelle Burger*

---

**Obedience VETERAN 1st - 196**

**CH. RIJU TÉINE FUN & GAMES, CDX, JC, RA**

*7/23/07. Breeders: June Mintchell*

*By Ch. Téine Intrinsic, UD, RN OA, OAJ, JC – DC Annwn Edessa, SC. Owners: Richard and June Mintchell*

---

**OBEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE A OTHER ENTRIES:**

*HQ FC ZOIBOYZ GUINNESS, SC. Breeders: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher. By FC Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan, SC, ROMX – Ch. Attaway-Kinobi Running to Paradise. Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher*


---

**OBEDIENCE OPEN CLASS 'B'**

*198 CH. RIJU FUN & GAMES, CD, JC, BN, RN, NJP. Breeders: June Mintchell and Sandra Hilbert. By Ch. Riju Téine Fun & Games, CDX, JC, RA – Ch. Téine Lunar Eclipse, CD, RN. Owners: June and Rich Mintchell*

---

**OBEDIENCE OPEN CLASS 'A'**


---

**OBEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS 'A'**

*HQ FC SILKENSWIFT DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT, SC, BN, RN. Breeder: Renee McCartin. By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, SC – Mielikki Prophet’s Song. Owners: Renee McCartin and Bonnie Dalzell*
RALLY EXCELLENT 'B' - 1st - 97
KIROV AGAVE AT HIGHPOINT, RE, JC, CGC
Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Windrift Kaleidoscope, JC – Ch. Kirov All A Flame, JC
Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

RALLY EXCELLENT 'B' OTHER ENTRIES:


RALLY ADVANCED 'B' - 1st - 96
KIROV AGAVE AT HIGHPOINT, RE, JC, CGC
Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By Ch. Windrift Kaleidoscope, JC – Ch. Kirov All A Flame, JC
Owners: Anne R. and Walter O. Ford

RALLY ADVANCED 'B' OTHER ENTRIES:


3 70 FC SILKENSWIFT DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT, SC, BN, RN. Breeder: Renee McCartin. By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, SC – Mielliikki Prophet’s Song. Owners: Renee McCratin and Bonnie Dalzell

AB AXIOM BERIOZKA, RN. Breeder: Angela Berger Chalker. By L’Bjorzoi’s Gypsy Fire of Sunburst – Ch. Lara’s Axiom Divine Madness. Owner: Lois Schultz

RALLY ADVANCED 'A' - 1st - 99
GCH. BORSACNA MELISSA LOVELETTER, JC, RN, OAJ
Breeder: Lise Edland and Rickard Sellin
By Borzowski’s Phenomenon – Borscana Volturine
Owners: Paul and Christine Danker

RALLY ADVANCED 'A' OTHER ENTRIES:


AXIOM BERIOZKA, RN. Breeder: Angela Berger Chalker. By L’Bjorzoi’s Gypsy Fire of Sunburst – Ch. Lara’s Axiom Divine Madness. Owner: Lois Schultz
**Rally Novice 'B' - 1st - 100**

**CH. MELOCKOFF PHAEDRA CORAZON DE VERDAD, JC**
Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy
By Phaedra Ederlezl, SC – Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztargirl, JC, RN
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

**Rally Novice 'B' - 2nd - 100**

**SYLVAN PIMLICO, CGC**
Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Sylvan Topanga Canyon
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**Rally Novice 'B' - 3rd - 99**

**CH. KONSTANTIN'S SUMMER SOLSTICE, RN, SC, CGC**
Breeder: Karen Haberkorn
By Ch. Paradise Spirit Me N' Bobby McGee, UDX, OM, RAE – Ch. Calaron Charley’s Angel. UDX, RE, SC. Owner: Karen Haberkorn

**Rally Novice 'B' - 4th - 97**

**CH. COBURN'S JEWEL V WIND 'N SATIN**
Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw
By DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Slez of Zemny, SC – Ch. Coburn's Silhouette, JC
Owner: Linda Beisswenger

90 AVALON DOLCE TIGRECILLA WILLOWIND, SC, CGC.
89 CH. PHAEDRA PABLO PAPODOPOULOS, Breeders: D. Chiaramonti, K. Shimel, DVM and C. Kubiak-Zamora. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Rajalinjan Evora, SC. Owner: Valerie and Thomas Holmes
77 CH. OXOTA RIVERRUN TANGMALANGALOO AVALON, JC, RN, CGC. Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, RN, SC. Owners: Ken and Leigh Paintin and Karla Smith, DVM
89 MELOCKOFF’S MILLION DOLLAR BABY. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy. By DC Riju Enjoy The Ride, SC, RN, BN, PCD – GCh. Melockoff’s Sylvia. Owner: Gale D. Snoddy


GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ENCORE, SC. Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Romaska’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v Rosehill, SC. Owner: Rita M. Rice
**Sweepstakes Critique continued from page 56**

**Veteran Dog 9-10 Class Winner:** Ch. Teine Pavo at Happy Hobbits, SC, owner: Sandra L. Gillen. A wonderful self-sable veteran that had a certain ‘aire’ about him. He had a lovely neck that tied into a nice laid back shoulder which also tied into an equally impressive upper arm and front assembly. A deep chest with top and underlines that can’t be faulted. His loin was strong and hips wide and strong. His bend of stifle and long, strong second thigh told of a career that surely included conformation and coursing (which is evident by the titles in his name).

**Veteran Dog 10 and over Class Winner:** GCH. Scheremetjew Porsche Targa, SC, CGC, owners: Karin Johnson & Julia Johnson, MD. How could one not be in love with dogs over 10! What a true gentleman this white and apricot hound is. He carried himself with dignity and power. Again, a lovely neck flowing into a nice laid back shoulder and front assembly. Deep in the chest and strong in the hindquarters (at 11!).

**Veteran Bitch 7-8 Class Winner:** GCH. Raynbo’s Regal Rose, owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. A lovely typey white bitch with a purposeful, ground-covering stride, lovely front assembly and a strong, well muscled rear with just the right bend in stifle and wide hocks. Her head and expression were a beautiful addition to her nicely conditioned body.

**Veteran Bitch 8-9 Class Winner:** CH. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC, owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer. A balanced red sable bitch with red ticking. She moved easily around the ring and had a nice down and back. A pretty head with lovely high set, rose shaped ears. Good length of neck, long upper arm with good return and a strong hind quarters.

**Veteran Bitch 9-10 Class Winner:** GCH. Zabava Tiramisu, owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra. A beautiful white and gold bitch in flawless condition. Her lovely head and expression flowed into a strong long neck set on a well laid back shoulder and attached to a correspondingly appropriate upper arm. Fantastic forechest and lovely underline. Her hindquarters were well muscled and her bend in stifle and strong second thigh spoke the word power, which was evident by her athletic, ground-covering sidegait. She demanded attention with her presence and got it each time she entered the ring.

**Veteran Bitch 10 and over Class Winner & Best Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes:** Ch. Wild Hunt Roman Candle, SC, RN, owner: G. Ariel Duncan. In a class of beautiful, sound, worthy Borzoi it was an uplifting sight to behold, watching these rock solid ‘vintage’ bitches float around the ring with their game faces on. The winner of this class, a beautifully conditioned white and apricot bitch, never gave up an inch of ground. She was beautifully proportioned, a lovely head, underjaw, strong long neck set into balanced shoulders and upper arm. Her topline and underline were correct and well muscled. A good spring of rib complimented her equally nice hindquarters and strong running gear. Her sidegait was positively ground-covering and she moved like she could trot for miles. She never gave up and in the end stole the BOSS ribbon and ran.

In closing, I want to thank the BCOA membership for their votes to allow me the honor of judging the National Specialty Sweepstakes. Thank you to Joyce Katona and the National Specialty committees for all their hard work and making me feel right at home, before, during and after my assignment. Special thanks to Barbara O’Neill, Show Secretary, Karen Mays, my amazing Chief Ring Stewart, and Ron Williams; Assistant Ring Stewart. Last but not least, thank you to all the breeders and owners who entered their awesome Borzoi in the 2015 BCOA National Specialty!
PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES

On any given day Borzoi puppies grow and change at rates that are individual and specific to each puppy. My criteria for judging this exciting entry of youngsters, knowing from day to day they can be in various growth spurts, was to look for those qualities that tend to remain constant such as: spring of rib, shoulder layback and return of upper arm, a deep chest, flexible topline, a strong loin and appropriately wide hips. The first place puppy in each of the age categories had many, if not all of these qualities. The second – fourth placements also had many of these important attributes.

In the overall entry, teeth were clean and scissor bites were the norm. There were only a limited number of missing teeth. On the subject of teeth, I urge all handlers and breeders to practice showing the mouth to judges! I was pleased to see sound, social and happy puppies, strong pasterns and feet, pretty outlines and clean movement. A concern was a significant percentage of youngsters with extremely straight shoulders and upper arms with little forechest. Another concern was the narrow (slab sided) thoracic cavity. A running hound needs good lung capacity and room for all the internal organs.

What brought the winners (and those placing) to my attention in each class were their front assemblies – neck, shoulders, forechest, upper arms. Good spring of rib, wide strong loins, lovely heads and expression, and that beautiful ground covering reach and drive that to me completely defines “Borzoi”.

6-9 Dog Sweeps Winner: Karanoff Xanthos, owner: Karen S. Klein PhD. A handsome, Irish-marked, red puppy. He caught my eye early on. Upon exam he had a nice expression, black pigment, good underjaw, lovely head, with a strong neck that attached into a correctly laid-back shoulder. The spring of rib, forechest and upper arm also earned the same evaluation. The topline was correct and tied into a muscled loin and a strong powerful rear. He moved with purpose and from such a young dog had an impressive ground covering stride. He was a strong contender for BISS.

9-12 Bitch Sweeps Class Winner: Karitonova Majenkir First Time in Forever, owners: Kimberly A Horn-Janek, Robert Janek, Karen Staudt-Cartabona. This pretty white bitch had embedded quality, beautifully packaged together. Lovely head, her neck and shoulders flowed into a well-muscled back and loin. She had just the right amount of spring of rib. She had an easy going, ground-covering stride that gave her the edge to win this class.

12-15 Bitch Sweeps Class Winner: Kyrov-Katz My Oh My at Horse and Hound, owner: Pamela Buffington. A tri-color powerful bitch with a beautiful neck and nicely set on shoulders. A worthy forechest as well as good spring of rib and appropriate return of upper arm combined with her strong loin and powerful rear which gave her an athletic and ground covering stride.

15-18 Bitch Sweeps Class Winner & Best Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes: Sylvan Miranda, owners: Christopher & Patti Neale. Upon exam this white and sable bitch was well muscled, had a lovely neck set on appropriate shoulders with a corresponding return of upper arm and a respectable forechest. She was deep chested with a good topline that flowed into a nicely muscled loin and hindquarters. She had a ground covering, athletic stride. This nicely put together bitch won the Best Opp award with her maturity, athleticism, structural qualities and easy ground-covering movement.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES

The Veteran Borzoi represent a lifetime of achievements, experience, companionship combined with athletic bodies and longevity. Veterans may have proven themselves in one or all realms of competition: conformation, lure coursing, obedience, agility and open field. All of them earned the respect of their breeders, owners, judges and contemporaries.

The Borzoi entered in this year’s Veteran Sweepstakes were fabulous. With each advancing age category the dogs and bitches just seemed ageless. The competition was stiff from age 7 to age 10 plus! These Borzoi were out to compete and win. ALL the Borzoi were in outstanding musculature, energetic and had beautiful conformation. Every single one of these Borzoi deserved that first place ribbon. Especially the bitch classes, where it was difficult to tell the over 10 year olds from the 7 year olds. The hardest thing I had to do was make the choice between these fine animals and pick one in each class to be first. The second hardest decision was then narrowing the field to award a Best Veteran and Best Opp Veteran in Sweeps.

Veteran Dog 7-8 Class Winner: GCH Avalyn’s Magnum Force, owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaranne Benjamin. A handsome silver brindle and white hound was an outstanding example of the breed. His lovely neck flowed into a beautifully laid back shoulder which attached to nice front assembly. His topline and underline could not be faulted. A well muscled loin, strong hindquarter, long and strong second thigh, low wide hocks completed the picture. His movement was clean, with lovely reach and drive.

Veteran Dog 8-9 Class Winner & Best Veteran in Sweepstakes: GCH Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC, owner: Robin K. Riel. This impressive white and gold Borzoi is a strong, athletic, stallion of a hound. In rock hard condition, he owned the turf he stood on. A beautiful head and neck that flowed into a beautifully laid back shoulder with a corresponding built upper arm. His front assembly felt under exam as good as it performed in motion. His deep chest, topline and underline are correct. A strong well muscled loin set on a strong hindquarter with a nice bend of stifle and strong low hocks.

Continued on page 55
BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES (Dog, 15 months and under 18)  
MASKOVA’S HEART OF THE ROSE SVERSHIN  
Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker  
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir  
Owners: Terry Doane and Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES (Bitch, 15 months and under 18)  
SYLVAN MIRANDA  
Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale  
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque  
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 1st

**KARANOFF XANTHOS**

*Breeder: Karen S. Klein*

*By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Karanoff Pikovaya Dama.*

*Owner: Karen S. Klein, PhD*

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd

**AVALYN EXCALIBUR OF BIBIKOV**

*Breeder: Frances Wright*

*By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie.*

*Owners: Lynne and Rachel Bennett*

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd

**RAVENNA HAND IN HAND**

*Breeder: Caryl Dumaine*

*By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses*

*Owner: Caryl Dumaine*

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 4th

**ALDEMOOR’S GRAND ILLUSION**

*Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble*

*By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescente, SC.*

*Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble*

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES:

ALDEMOOR’S GRAND CRU. *Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble.* By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescente, SC. *Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble*

RAVENNA LOVES DREW. *Breeder: Caryl Dumaine.* By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. *Owner: Caryl Dumaine*

K-C WINDSHEER MONKEY SEES, MONKEY DO. *Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks.* By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC. *Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks*

K-C WINDSHEER WHEEL IN THE SKY. *Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks.* By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC. *Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks*

K-C WINDSHEER PHYSICAL REACTION. *Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks.* By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC. *Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks*

ZOIBOYZ HUDSON AT STARSWIFT. *Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.* By Islehaven Ostrov Zabava Antigua – DC Rose Hill

Swann at Zoiboyz, SC. *Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski*

GLADKII VETER GANDALF. *Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curt Judd.* By DC Gladkii VETER Secret Asset, MC – GCh. Gladkii VETER Sapphire. *Owner: Michèle Fink*


KARANOFF ASTRAEUS. *Breeder: Karen S. Klein.* By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – GCh. Karanoff Pikovaya Dama. *Owner: Peter Maligeorgos*

Continued on page 67
**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 1st**

**BELOZOR SPELLBOUND**

Breeder: Suzanne Liggett

By Wind ‘n Satin Dragons Brimstone, SC – Zooropa Laureate First Light, JC.

Owner: Suzanne Liggett

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd**

**MAJENKIR FULL CIRCLE**

Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral

Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd**

**KONZA-PLUM CREEK CARRERA**

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza.

Owner: Tarja Kleemola

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 4th**

**KONZA-PLUM CREEK COUNTACH**

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza.

Owners: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

**PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES:**

**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS.**

Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owner: Patty Anderson

**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE NEW SENSATION.**

Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson and Don Joseph

**ROSCOMMON DUBLIN CODDLE.**


**ROSCOMMON LAUREATE HIGH ON YOU.**

Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Michael and Diane Bilak

**RUNTUFF WHISKEY’S REBELLION.**

Breeder: Kristen Suhrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leomore Abordo. By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN – FC Wind ‘n Satin Mo’ Better

**BLUES, MC.**

Owners: Kim Ketelsen & Dr. Vicki Popela

**FOLLY QUARTERS WINDCATCHER.**

Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jalinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice

**NOVGOROD HIGH NOON OWEN.**

Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hofflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhayl Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owners: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hofflin

**KINOBI BRODNY ART DECO.**


**ROSCOMMON IRON BRAID.**


**KARITONOVA MAJENKIR FIRST SNOWFALL.**


Continued on page 65
**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 1st**

**KACHINA VISION OF LOVE**  
By Carol Enz  
*By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC.*  
*Owner: Carol Enz*

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 2nd**

**KYROV-KATZ MY KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR AT H AND H**  
By Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie  
*By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC.*  
*Owner: Pamela Buffington*

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 3rd**

**MOROZOVA REY’S SIERRA MOONLIGHT**  
By Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams  
*By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC, CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC.*  
*Owner: Kathleen Novotny*

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 4th**

**SILKENSWIFT ALGOL STAR LORD**  
By Bonnie Dalzell  
*By Ch. Téine Dark Crystal, SC – FC Silkenswift Bright Focus, SC.*  
*Owner: Bonnie Dalzell*

**PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 - OTHER ENTRIES**

**KATZ-KYROV MAKSIM AT KHANZADE**  
By Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie.  
*By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC.*  
*Owners: Katrina Averill and Melissa Hundley*

**KATZ-KYROV MCLINTOCK**  
By Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie.  
*By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC.*  
*Owners: Pat Hardy and Susan Fahey*

**SCHEREMETJEW ARGO NAVIS**  
By Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD.  
*By GCh. Scheremetjew Porsche Targa, SC, CGC – GCh. Horse and Hound Bretagne at Scheremetjew, SC.*  
*Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD*

**VALESKA IMMORTAL OF THE GAME**  
By Yvonne and Rey McGeehe.  
*By Zagaday – Valeska Infinite Frolic.*  
*Owners: Karen Murray and Yvonne and Rey McGeehee*

**KYROV-KATZ MY FAVORITE THINGS**  
By Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie.  
*By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC.*  
*Owners: Amy Sorbie and Brenna Sorbie*

**BLACKMOOR COBBLESTONE SECRET AGENT MAN**  
By Terri and Dale Rickford, Karen Wilkin and Christine Hart.  
*By GCh. Horse and Hound Dreamin’ O’ Dublin – GCh. Blackmoor Tempo Del Sol.*  
*Owner: Connie Taylor*

**KATZ-KYROV WYVERN’S MAGIC MIKE**  
By Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie.  
*By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC.*  
*Owner: Margaret Lucia*

**GENUINE SPIRIT JP ZABAVA SAMURAI**  
By Norie Ambiru.  
*Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra*

**ENCHANTER Matrioshka**  
By Vendula Suobodova.  
*By Lix Wind From Russia – Sonja Fi-It.*  
*Owner: Yoriko Dixon*

**CH. MOROZOVA REY DESERTWINDS SIERRA SIROCCO**  
By Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams.  
*By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC, CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC.*  
*Owners: Wendy and Tom Merendini (Dog)*
Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 1st
MASKOVA’S HEART OF THE ROSE SVERSHIN
Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir.
Owners: Terry Doane and Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 2nd
KATUSHKA’S ROMAN HOLIDAY AT JUBILEE
Breeder: Joyce E. Law
By Katushka’s Gauguin – Jubilee Solatido at Katushka
Owner: Cynthia and Paul Gredys and Joyce Law

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 3rd
VALKYRIE TAVIR AT HORSE AND HOUND
Breeder: Sue Cookenboo
By Ch. Kyrov’s Colour Me Tobiano Valkyrie – Ch. Valkyrie Rhythm ’n Blues V Kyrov.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 4th
WOLFBLITZ BARK AT THE MOON
Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney
By Ch. Kyrov’s Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill.
Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES:
STARSWIFT FV WIZARD. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Francis Zajac
COBURN’S MAN ABOUT TOWN. Breeder: Pat Shaw. By Islehaven Ostrov Zabava Tobago at Coburn – Ch. Coburn’s Jewel V Wind ’n Satin. Owners: Donald and Karen Kostishack
STARSWIFT FV KODIAK. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owners: Martine Burton and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
SYLVAN DREAMWEAVER. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owners: Stephanie and Jerry Steele
SAPPHIRE DEUTSCHE MARK. Breeders: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike. By GCh. Rassim’s Eric Der Rote at Téine, RA – Ch.

KatZ Follow Me Forever. Owner: Carolyn D. Mewborn
STARSWIFT FV FIERCE ALLEGIANCE. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
RAYNBO DANCELLA PRIMROSE

Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – GCh. Raynbo’s Regal Rose.
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Linda Barad

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
K-C WINDSHEER SEND HER MY LOVE

Breeders: Kasey A. and Dale Parks and Leah N. Lanier
By Ch. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Stephanie Parker and Kasey A. Parks

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
K-C WINDSHEER TRIAL BY FIRE

Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks.
By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
RAYNBO PENNY FROM HEAVEN AT MAJENKIR

Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – GCh. Raynbo’s Regal Rose.
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES:
RAVENNA TAKES A VILLAGE. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


ZOIBOYZ HAVRA AT ISLEHAVEN. Breeder: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Islehaven Ostrov Zabava Antigua – DC Rose Hill Swann at ZoBoyz, SC. Owner: Phyllis M. Potter


BIBIKOV’S LITTLE MISS INDEPENDENCE. Breeder: Frances Wright. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie. Owner: Frances Wright

ALIZA AT ZOIBOYZ ROSA WETROW. (Germany). Breeder: Dagmar Kohl. By Zoiboyz Perfect Storm v Rosehill – Turgal’s Kalypso. Owners: KC Thompson and Tom Golcher


RAVENNA ELANCE UNITED IN LOVE. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owners: Danielle Snyder, DVM and Cherie Hunchak

PAGE 62 - 2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - 1st
**KARITONOVA MAJENKIR FIRST TIME IN FOREVER**

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - 2nd
**AASHTORIA SOYALA EVERY CLOUD HAS A SILVER LINING**

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - 3rd
**MAJENKIR LUMINOUS**
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral

Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - 4th
**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE FROM THIS MOMENT ON AASHTORIA**
Breeder: Patricia Anderson and Janis A. Leikam

By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owner: Rita Rice

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES:
**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE SHE MOVES, EYES FOLLOW.** Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson, Monica Barry and Jan Leikam


**RIVERRUN’S STAR OF THE SHOW.** Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM and Kristen Suhrenbrock. By Ch. Timatuck Khanzade Zulu King – DC Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun. Owners: Karla Smith, DVM and Kristen Suhrenbrock

**AVALON RUNTUFF PICKLEBACK.** Breeder: Kristen Suhrenbrock, Karla Smith, DVM, Sandra Moore and Leonore Abordo. By RiverRun Avalon Whiskey in the Jar Oxota, RN – FC Wind ‘n Satin Mo’ Better Blues, MC. Owner: Sandra Moore


**RADOST TRESMARK ADI ROSE DREAM MAKER.** Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Sarman and Karen Murray. By Datcha Payatz At Menigma – Ch. Radost La Vida Dulce. Owners: Trestina and Mark Gilbert and Lynda Cattoni-Sarman

**NOVGOROD ARNOV ORLITSA MIKHAYLOVA.** Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owner: Lyn Snyder Hoflin

**NOVGOROD ARNOV OLENKA MIKHAYLOVA.** Breeders: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owner: Lyn Snyder Hoflin


Continued on page 64
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 1st
KYROV-KATZ MY OH MY AT HORSE AND HOUND
Breeder: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 2nd
MASKOVA’S WHITE ROSE
Breeder: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Roni and Jennifer Zucker
By Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – GCh. Majenkir Jersey Girl Tolstoy Raynbo. Owners: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Jack Secrest

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 3rd
GENUINE SPIRIT JP ZABAVA SAKURA
Breeder: Norie Ambiru
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 4th
KANSAI’Z SOUTHERN SHORES
Breeder: Karen Murray
By Kansai’z Love Potion 9 – DC Kansai’z Artifact
Owner: Karen Murray

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 - OTHER ENTRIES:
KATZ-KYROV’S MAYBE IT’S MAYBELLINE. Breeder: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer


Owner: Carol Enz

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 62:

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63:
FOLLY QUARTERS WINDHUNTER. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice

FOLLY QUARTERS WINDSONG. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice

MAJENKIR MIMOSA. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral. Owner: Ria M. Rice


MEYTA OAKLARA STRACCIATELLA. Breeder: Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Coburn Meyta Noir D’Cocoa – GCh. Oaklara Serendipity, JC. Owners: Laura Hyatt and Patricia Murphy

MELOCKOFF’S MILLION DOLLAR BABY. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy. By DC Riju Enjoy The Ride, SC, RN, BN, PCD – GCh. Melockoff’s Sylvia. Owner: Gale D. Snoddy
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 1st
SYLVAN MIRANDA
Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 2nd
MASKOVA ISADORA'S ROSE
Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker
By GCh. Raynbo's Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir.
Owners: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 3rd
SYLVAN MASQUERADE AT EIDOLON
Breeder: Christopher and Patti W. Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque.
Owner: Connie A. Taylor

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 4th
STARSWIFT FV ALEUTIAN BALLARD
Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov.
Owners: Kathleen Lucy and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES:
WIND 'N SATIN BLACK CAVIAR ON ICE. Breeders: Susan Van de Water, Sandra Moore, Mary Childs and Shelby Bergstresser. By DC Avalon WNS Rising Sun, SC, CGC – Del Sol Phoebe, JC. Owners: Jean Dillon and Mary Childs


WOLFBLYTZ NO MORE TEARS. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Kyrov's Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

SYLVAN IDLE DICE. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64:


PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 59:


PUPPY SWEEPS
2015 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 65
Best in Veteran Sweeps (Dog, 8 years and under 9)
GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA, CGC
By Ch. Mascha’s Nepal of the Wild Hunt, SC – Ch. Svora’s Secret Rendezvous, JC
Owner: Robin K. Riel

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Veteran Sweeps (Bitch, 10 years & older)
CH. WILD HUNT ROMAN CANDLE, SC, RN
Breeder: G. Ariel Duncan
By Ch. Seventh Dynasty of the Wild Hunt, JC – Ch. Roma Cantar of the Wild Hunt
Owner: G. Ariel Duncan
Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 7 years and under 8 - 1st
**GCH. AVALYN’S MAGNUM FORCE**
Breeder: Lynne and Mike Bennett
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaranne Benjamin (Dog)

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10 - 1st
**CH. TÉINE PAVO AT HAPPY HOBBITS, SC**
Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM
By Silkenswift Stardust, JC – DC Rassin’s Dornroeschen at Téine, SC
Owner: Sandra L. Gillen

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 10 years and older - 1st
**GCH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE TARGA, SC, CGC**
Breeder: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD
By DC Gladkii Vetur Lighting Bolt, SC – Gladkii Vetur Jitterbug, SC
Owners: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - Other Entries:
Continued from Page 58

**BIBIKOV’S SAY MY NAME YOU KNOW WHO I AM.** Breeder: Frances Wright. By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie. Owner: Frances Wright


**ORONZOVA STEPPIES MAN ON THE MOON AT UPONTYNE.** Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Deneen and Amanda Cone


**RAVENNA REMEMBERING KISS.** Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses. Owner: Kate Poplaski

**STEPPE ORONZOVA HEADING FOR THE MOON.** Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Robin Stachon and Monika Stachon

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 7 years and under 8 - Other Entries:

**GCH. PARADISE SPIRIT TORCH SONG ENCHANTÉ.** Breeders: Susan M. Motisi and Kristi J. Arququist. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago – Ch. Iskra Kalinow. Owner: Mary Sue Marcyn

**CH. TAUGO ULRIC.** Breeder: Merla Thomson. By Bon Jour Stepowy Goniec – Ch. Taugo Sophie Kauz. Owners: Ken Cook and Wanda Konski

**GCH. SOYARA’S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN.** Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky (Dog)

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 8 years and under 9 Other Entries:


**DC AVALON WNS RISING SUN, SC, CA, BN, CGC.** Breeders: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owners: Sandra Moore and Shelby Bergstresser


Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10 - Other Entries:

**REFLECTION ON A HANDSOME BOY.** Breeders: Rhanda Glenn, Cherie Hunchak and Frank Murphy. By Ch. Sylvan Artesian – Ch. Po Dusham Scarlet Ribbons. Owners: James and Cathy Krebs

**CH. CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, CDX, BN, GN, RAE, JC.** Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivors, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beisswenger

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 10 years and older - Other Entries:

**GCH. DC TZIRINA BOX OF CHOCOLATES, MC, CA.** Breeders: Rhea and Jasper Russo. By Ch. Svora’s Special Request, JC – FCh. Svora’s High Echelon, SC. Owners: Krista Hunt, DVM and Rhea and Jasper Russo
Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 7 years & under 8 - 1st

GCH. RAYNBO'S REGAL ROSE

Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Raynbo’s Winter Rose
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 8 years & under 9 - 1st

CH. KATZ FIFTH AVENUE FASHION, JC

Breeders: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
By Ch. Katz Devoted To A Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer


VETERAN SWEEPS BITCHES, VETERANS 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10

CH. COBURN’S JEWEL V WIND ’N SATIN. Breeders: M. Childs, D. McDonald, P. Shaw and S. Shaw. By DC Wind’n Satin Ty Slez of Zemny, SC – Ch. Coburn’s Silhouette, JC. Owner: Linda Beisswenger
CH. KATUSHKA MEYTA ANNA SUI, CGC. Breeders: Joyce Law and Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Katushka Rock Star – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash. Owners: Joan Tierney and Joyce Law


VETERAN SWEEPS BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 8 - OTHER ENTRIES:

236 GCH. PARADISE SPIRIT AMAZING GRACE ENCHANTÉ. Breeders: Susan M. Motisi and Kristi J. Armaquist. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago – Ch. Iskra Kalinow. Owner: Mary Sue Marcy

331 GCH. SOYARA'S CARMEN FANTASY. Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owner: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky (Bitch)

VETERAN SWEEPS BITCHES, 9 YEARS & UNDER 10 - OTHER ENTRIES:

CH. ALDEMOOR’S EV ANESCENCE, SC. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Draic Kin, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera, ROM-C. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble
DC VALINOR’S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN, RN, SC. Breeders: Deborah and Ormonde Butler. By DC Aragorn’s Barron GL Jedediah, SC – FC Mechta’s LX at Mustang, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM

GCH. ZABAVA TIRAMISU

Breeders: Irina Terra, Kristina Terra and John S. Lee
By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

GCH. SYLVAN VITRINA ONE FROM THE HEART, JC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Vig Trantanella. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella
BEST IN DUAL CHAMPION STAKES
GCH. DC CHIHAWK MASCHAS DREAM OF THE WILD HUNT, SC, RN, CGC

Breeders: T. and P. Marshall
By GCh. Aashtoria Wild Hunt 4 Your I’s Only, RA – Ch. Chihawk Stealing Home, JC
Owners: Valerie Holmes, Ralph Jamison and G. Ariel Duncan

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN DUAL CHAMPION STAKES
GCH. AVALON OXOTA KATANA SWIFT AND SILENT, SC, CGC

Breeders: L. Abordo, S. Moore and J. Garth
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE, CGC – Avalon Tigress in the Dark, SC
Owners: Marylee Jenko and Sandra Moore
DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, YOUNG ADULT DOGS, 1 YEAR AND UNDER 3 YEARS
1 GCH. MIELIKKI HINOTE SECRET AGENT MAN. Breeders: Renee McCartin and Margaret Strother. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Mielikki Windhaven Whispered Secret. Owner: Renee McCartin

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT DOGS, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS
2 GCH. DC ZOIBOYZ ENCORE, SC. Breeders: Tom Bolcher and KC Thompson. By Romaska's Aramis, JC – FC ZoiBoyzz Tornado v Rosehill, SC. Owner: Rita M. Rice
4 GCH. DC LA VERITÉ TEXAS HOLD ‘EM, SC. Breeder: Richard Mason Terry. By GCH. Aria's Ain't No Angel – Ch. La Verité Nacogdoches. Owner: Pat Hardy

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT BITCHES, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT DOGS, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT BITCHES, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT BITCHES, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, MATURE ADULT BITCHES, 3 YEARS AND UNDER 7 YEARS
9 GCH. DC JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR, SC. Breeders: Cynthia and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law. By GCH. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Emma Gauthier and Cynthia Gredys

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS
10 CH. KATUSHKA MEYTA ANNA SUI, CGC. Breeders: Joyce Law and Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Katushka Rock Star – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash. Owners: Joan Tierney and Joyce Law

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS
11 DC VaLINO'S CURIcUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN, RN, SC. Breeders: Deborah and Ormonde Butler. By DC Aragorn's Barron GL. Jedediah, SC – FC Mecha’s LX at Mustang, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS
12 DC C'LESTIAL SOUTHERN XENON LIGHTS OF RYHKA, MC. Breeders: Liz Green and Diana Darling. By FC C'lestial Casino Royale, SC – FC Kristull Rheinment of Ryhka, SC. Owner: Diana Darling

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS
14 GCH. SYLVAN VITRINA FINIAN’S RAINBOW, SC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Vig Trantanella. By DC Seabury Sylvan Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetepro, CD, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS

DUAL CHAMPION SWEEPS, VETERAN BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10 YEARS
Best In Futurity/Best Senior Dog (21 months and under 24 months)

**KONZA-PLUM CREEK BUGATTI AT ELANCE**

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza

Owner: Cherie Hunchak

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Futurity/Best Senior Bitch (21 months and under 24 months)

**KONZA-PLUM CREEK BALBONI**

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza

Owners: Robert Bates and Kay Cassella
Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st
RAVENNA HAND IN HAND
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd
K-C WINDSHEER WHEEL IN THE SKY
Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks. By GCh. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. WindSheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks

Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 3rd
RAVENNA LOVES DREW
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:
ORONZOA STEPPES MAN ON THE MOON AT UPONTYNE.
Breeders: Monika and Robin Stachon and Suzanne Deghi. By GCh. Oronzova Fireworks Festival, SC, AX, AXJ, CGC – Ch. Steppes Dark Side of the Moon. Owners: Deneen and Amanda Cone

K-C WINDSHEER MONKEY SEES, MONKEY DO. Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks. By GCh. ‘Timeless One of These Nights’ – Ch. WindSheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks

K-C WINDSHEER PHYSICAL REACTION. Breeders: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks. By GCh. ‘Timeless One of These Nights’ – Ch. WindSheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Parks, Leah N. Lanier and Dale Parks


ALDEMOOR’S GRAND CRU. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanscense, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

ALDEMOOR’S GRAND ILLUSION. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanscense, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble

BIBIKOV’S SAY MY NAME YOU KNOW WHO I AM
Breeder: Frances Wright
By Ch. Majenkir Front and Center – Ch. Bibikov’s Darling Nickie.
Owner: Frances Wright

Continued on page 76
Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st
KONZA-PLUM CREEK COUNTACH
Breeder: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finessa at Konza.
Owners: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd
MAJENKIR FULL CIRCLE
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd
KARITONOVA MAJENKIR FLYING FIRST CLASS

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th
ROSCOMMON DUBLIN CODDLE
Breeder: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe
By Ch. Roscommon Ferlinka Zulu Whiskey – Roscommon New York State of Mind. Owners: Colleen Boyle and Pauline Coe

FUTURITY DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:


FOLLY QUARTERS WINDCATCHER. Breeder: Maggie Rice. By Ravenna Jafinn Clouds In Water – Ch. Folly Quarters Zosia, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice

NOVGOROD HIGH NOON OWEN. Breeder: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin. By Ch. Novgorod’s Mikhail Romulevich, CGC – Ch. Novgorod’s Katya Ivanova. Owners: Janice Haldi and Lyn Snyder Hoflin


ZOOROPA ADRIENNE NEW SENSATION. Breeder: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson and Don Joseph

ZOOROPA LAUREATE HIGH ON YOU. Breeder: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Michael and Diane Bilak


Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 1st
KATZ-KYROV MCLINTOCK
Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owners: Pat Hardy and Susan Fahey

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 2nd
MOROZOV A REY’S SIERRA MOONLIGHT
Breeders: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams
By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owners: Kathleen Novotny

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 3rd
CH. MOROZOV A REY DESERTWINDS SIERRA SIROCCO
Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams
By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owners: Wendy and Tom Merendini

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 4th
KYROV-KATZ MY FAVORITE THINGS
Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owners: Amy and Brenna Sorbie

FUTURITY DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:

KATZ-KYROV WYVERN’S MAGIC MIKE. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

KYROV-KATZ MY KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR AT H AND H. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Pamela Buffington

KATZ-KYROV MAKSIM AT KHANZADE. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Katrina Averill and Melissa Hundley

SCHEREMETJEW ARGO NAVIS. Breeders: Karin Johnson and Julie Johnson, MD. By GCh. Scheremetjew Porsche Targa, SC, CGC – DC, GCh. Horse and Hound Bretragne at Scheremetjew, SC. Owners: Karin Johnson and Julie Johnson, MD


KATZ-KYROV WYVERN’S MANIFESTO. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer

KACHINA RADAR LOVE. Breeder: Carol Enz. By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC – GCh. Kirov Embrrujada, JC. Owner: Carol Enz
Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 1st
MASKOVA'S HEART OF THE ROSE SVERSHIN
Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir.
Owners: Terry Doane and Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 2nd
STARSWIFT FV FIERCE ALLEGIANCE
Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov.
Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 3rd
KATUSHKA'S ROMAN HOLIDAY AT JUBILEE
Breeder: Joyce E. Law
By Katushka's Gauguin – Jubilee Solatido at Katushka
Owner: Cynthia and Paul Gredys and Joyce Law

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 4th
STARSWIFT FV WIZARD
Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov.
Owner: Francis Zajac

FUTURITY DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:

SYLVAN DREAMWEAVER. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dushman Sylvan Risque. Owners: Stephanie and Jerry Steele
WOLFBLITZ BARK AT THE MOON. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Kyrov’s Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney
STARSWIFT FV KODIAK. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owners: Martine Burton and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

Continued on page 77
Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 1st
LAUREATE PARTY OF TWO
Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon
By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Pascale Smith

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 2nd
LAUREATE PITCH BLACK
Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon
By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Monica E. Barry

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 3rd
MIELIKKI KALABRIA RIVER Run INTO DARKNESS
Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at River Run, SC, RN. Owner: Ashley N. Sydow

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 4th
KALABRIA MIELIKKI RIVER Run BEYOND THE DARKNESS
Breeders: Renee McCartin, Kari McCloskey and Karla Smith, DVM
By Ch. Zharkov Téine Briar, SC – DC Valinor’s Circuit De Monaco at River Run, RN. Owner: Kari McCloskey

FUTURITY DOGS, 18 MONTHS AND UNDER 21 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:
AB LAUREATE PACIFIC RIM. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon. By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Danielle D. Snyder

FUTURITY DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 73:
AB MAJENKIR CAESAR. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral. Owner: Ivan Terekhov

FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 72:
AB ALDEMOOR'S GENTRY OF GONDOR. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Wyvern Aldemoor The Illusionist – Ch. Aldemoor’s Evanescense, SC. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble
Futurity Dogs, 21 - 24 months (Best in Futurity) - 1st
KONZA-PLUM CREEK BUGATTI AT ELANCE
Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates
By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza.
Owner: Cherie Hunchak

Futurity Dogs, 21 - 24 months - 2nd
CH. GLADKII VETER RAVENS WOOD, JC
Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd
By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’ Vision
Alissa, MC. Owners: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd

Futurity Dogs, 21 - 24 months - 3rd
GLADKII VETER PAPI
Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd
By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’ Vision
Alissa, MC. Owner: Harry Van Vliet

Futurity Dogs, 21 - 24 months - 4th
SUMMERLANE ELANCE BLACK SWALLOWTAIL
Breeders: Anne Quinn and Cherie Hunchak
By Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch. Sylvan Pewter Gazelle
Owner: Danielle D. Snyder

Futurity Dogs, 21 MONTHS AND UNDER 24 MONTHS OTHER
ENTRIES:

RESOLUTE’S GARRISON GRADY JEDAWN. Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall

RESOLUTE’S ORRY MAIN JEDAWN, JC. Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall. By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owner: Leslie Walenta


FUTURITY DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 MONTHS OTHER
ENTRIES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 75:
WOLBLITZ ROCK-N-ROLL REBEL. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Kyrov’s Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney


SYLVAN ORION. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

KATUSHKA’S LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Katushka’s Gauguin – Jubilee So La Ti Do at Katushka. Owners: Kristin A. Alford and Joyce E. Law

FUTURITY
Futurity Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st
RAYNBO MAJENKIR PRIMROSE
Breeder: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine Art – GCh. Raynbo’s Regal Rose.
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Linda Barad

Futurity Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd
RAYNBO PENNY FROM HEAVEN AT MAJENKIR
Breeder: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Fyodor Fine – GCh. Raynbo’s Regal Rose.
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Futurity Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 3rd
RAVENNA TAKES A VILLAGE
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Ravenna Stolen Kisses
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Futurity Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 4th
GLADKII VETER VERONICA
Breeder: Roy Silguero and Curt Judd
By DC Gladkii Veter Secret Asset, MC – GCh. Gladkii Veter Sapphire.
Owners: Roy Silguero and Curt Judd

FUTURITY BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES
K-C WINDSHEER SEND HER MY LOVE. Breeders: Kasey A. and Dale Parks and Leah N. Lanier. By Ch. Timeless One of These Nights – Ch. Windsheer K-C Lovin’ Touchin’ Squeezin’, SC. Owners: Stephanie Parker and Kasey A. Parks


Continued on page 82
**Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st**

**KARITONOVA MAJENKIR LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT**


**Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd**

**ZOOROPA ADRIENNE SHE MOVES, EYES FOLLOW**

Breeders: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owners: Patty Anderson, Monica Barry and Jan Leikam

**Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd**

**MAJENKIR LUMINOUS**

Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral

Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th**

**MAJENKIR MIMOSA**

Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Jantar Déjà Vu at Majenkir – Majenkir Circle In a Spiral

Owner: Rita M. Rice

**FUTURITY BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:**


ZOOROPA ADRIENNE FROM THIS MOMENT ON AASHTORIA. Breeders: Patricia Anderson and Janis A. Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owner: Rita Rice


Continued on page 82
Futurity Bitches, 12 - 15 months - 1st
KYROV-KATZ MY OH MY AT HORSE AND HOUND
Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Futurity Bitches, 12 - 15 months - 2nd
MASKOVA’S WHITE ROSE
Breeders: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Roni and Jennifer Zucker
By Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – GCh. Majenkir Jersey Girl Tolstoy Raynbo. Owners: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski

Futurity Bitches, 12 - 15 months - 3rd
KACHINA STORY BOOK LOVE
Breeder: Carol Enz
By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC.
Owner: Carol Enz

Futurity Bitches, 12 - 15 months - 4th
KATZ-KYROVS’ MAYBE IT’S MAYBELLINE
Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie
By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC
Owner: Kitty Glenn Sawyer

FUTURITY BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:

AR SWANMANOR-JAG MAGIC MOLLY MALBEC MINE. Breeder: Torrea Leborn. By Ch. Aruzia Ridgeside Champagne Moon at Joyous Gard – Ch. Swanmanor London Love’n the Limelight, JC. Owner: Torrea Leborn

AR SWANMANOR-JAG MY MIRACLE MEGAN MACON. Breeder: Torrea Leborn. By Ch. Aruzia Ridgeside Champagne Moon at Joyous Gard – Ch. Swanmanor London Love’n the Limelight, JC. Owner: Torrea Leborn

AR KYROV-KATZ MY FAIR LADY. Breeders: Kitty Sawyer and Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Kyrov’s Crescendo – Ch. Katz Fifth Avenue Fashion, JC. Owner: Sue Cookenboo

AR MOROZOVA REY SIERRA SNOWDAY ARUZIA. Breeders: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams. By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owners: Lorrie Scott and Kathleen Novotny


AR KACHINA ENDLESS LOVE. Breeder: Carol Enz. By Ch. Kachina-Valeska Dream Dancer, SC – GCh. Kirov Embrujada, JC. Owner: Carol Enz


AR MOROZOVA REY’S SIERRA RUBY. Breeders: Kathleen Novotny and Janet Adams. By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC CGC – GCh. Morozova Sierra Sunrise at Rey, JC. Owners: Janet Adams and Kathleen Novotny
Futurity Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 1st
MASKOVA ISADORA'S ROSE
Breeder: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker
By GCh. Raynbo’s Run for the Roses – Ch. Maskova Isadora of Majenkir.
Owners: Elisabeth and Jim Szymanski and Jennifer and Roni Zucker

Futurity Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 2nd
SYLVAN MIRANDA
Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Futurity Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 3rd
SYLVAN MASQUERADE AT EIDOLON
Breeder: Christopher and Patti W. Neale
By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque.
Owner: Connie A. Taylor

Futurity Bitches, 15 months & under 18 months - 4th
LAGNIAPPE VIEUX CARRE
Breeder: Dedra R. and Gregory T. Jones
By GCh. Jubilee Tadbit O’Brindle Mist – GCh. Golightly Beau Soleil
Lagniappe, JC.
Owners: Dedra R. and Gregory T. Jones

FUTURITY BITCHES, 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 MONTHS OTHER ENTRIES:
STARSWIFT FV ALEUTIAN BALLARD. Breeder: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski. By FC Silkenswift Black Lightning, MC – Lothlorien Made to Order Zharkov. Owners: Kathleen Lucy and Jamie Lynn Bobrowski


SYLVAN ELANCE SYLPHIDE. Breeders: Christopher and Patti W. Neale. By GCh. Elance Beyond The Blue – Ch. Po Dusham Sylvan Risque. Owner: Cherie Hunchak

WOLFBLLITZ NO MORE TEARS. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Kyrov’s Virtuosity Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE
Futurity Bitches, 18 months & under 21 months - 1st
LAUREATE PERSONAL ENSIGN
Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon
By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Pascale Smith

Futurity Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months other entries continued from page 79:

LAUREATE PRINCESS SOPHIE. HP459001/03. 8/18/13. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon. By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Summer Stone

ARIA’S IVE GOT RHYTHM. HP460154/01. 8/14/13. Breeder: Rita Rice. By Valeska Indelible – GCh. Plache Belle of the Yukon, JC. Owner: Rita M. and Bryan Rice

LAUREATE PERCHANCE TO DREAM AT ISLEHAVEN. HP459001/02. 8/18/13. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Elizabeth Moon. By Ch. Ch. Elance Black Swan – GCh. Laureate Adrienne K-C’s Easy Lover, JC. Owner: Phyllis Potter


GRUFFYNN’S AERYIE PLAYING WITH FIRE. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell and Victor Whitlock. By GCh. DC Gryffyn’s It’s All About Me, SC – Borscana Mar-Gith. Owners: R. Lynn Shell and Victor Whitlock

ZOOROPA ADRIENNE FIELDS OF GOLD. Breeders: Patricia Anderson and Janis A. Leikam. By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda, CGC – GCh. Zooropa Laureate Adrienne Picture This. Owner: Debra Maldonado
Futurity Bitches, 21 - 24 months (Best Opposite) - 1st

KONZA-PLUM CREEK BALBONI

Breeders: Kay Cassella and Robert Bates

By GCh. Elance Beyond the Blue – GCh. Katz Fashion Finesse at Konza.

Owners: Robert Bates and Kay Cassella

Futurity Bitches, 21 - 24 months - 2nd

RESOLUTE’S BRETT MAIN JEDAWN, JC

Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall

By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess

Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt

Futurity Bitches, 21 - 24 months - 3rd

GLADKII VETER GREY FOX

Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd

By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’ Vision

Alissa, MC. Owner: Harry Van Vliet

Futurity Bitches, 21 - 24 months - 4th

RESOLUTE’S WILLA PARKER JEDAWN, JC

Breeders: Leslie Walenta, Charlotte Hunt and Dawn Hall

By DC Zoiboyz Eclipse of the Heart, SC – GCh. DC Jedawn’s Princess

Aurora, CGC, MC, NA. Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt

FUTURITY BITCHES, 21 - 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES:

**A**  GLADKII VETER BLACK OPAL, CGC. Breeders: Roy Silguero and

Curtis Judd. By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii

Veter N’ Vision Alissa, MC. Owners: Amy Buerckley and Roy Silguero

**A**  SUMMERLANE ELANCE CAMBERWELL BEAUTY. Breeders:

Anne Quinn and Cherie Hunchak. By Ch. Elance Black Swan – Ch.

Sylvan Pewter Gazelle. Owners: Elaine Kilmer and Lynda Cattoni-

Sarman

**A**  SVORAS SECRET HEIRESS. Breeder: Shirley McFadden. By Ch.

Svoras Matador Aria – Ch. Aashoria Svora Taiga Ice Queen. Owner:

Shirley McFadden

**A**  GLADKII VETER TIERRUCA, JC. Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curtis

Judd. By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’

Vision Alissa, MC. Owners: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd

**A**  GLADKII VETER MIRASSOU. Breeders: Roy Silguero and Curtis

Judd. By Ch. Wind n’ Satin Fledge V Coburn, JC – DC Gladkii Veter N’

Vision Alissa, MC. Owners: Roy Silguero and Curtis Judd

FUTURITY
**Futurity Stud Dog Class - 1st**

**CH. MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR FYODOR FINE ART.**
Breeders: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Karen Spey
By Ch. Majenkir Navron Mambrino – GCh. Majenkir Bookstor Glamour
Girl. Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Karen Spey

**Futurity Stud Dog Class Other Entries:**

RIVERRUN AVALON WHISKEY IN THE JAR OXOTA, SC, RN, CGC. Breeders: Karla Smith, DVM, Leonore Abordo and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE, ROMX – DC Valnor’s Circuit de Monaco at RiverRun, SC, RN, ROM. Owners: Kristen Suhrenbrock and Karla Smith, DVM


KATUSHKA’S GAUGUIN. Breeder: Joyce E. Law. By Ch. Katushka’s Amadeus – Katushka’s Stary Eyed Surprise, SC. Owner: Joyce E. Law

---

**Futurity Brood Bitch Class - 1st**

**MAJENKIR CIRCLE IN A SPIRAL**
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Majenkir Magnus O’Bliss – Majenkir Solarovna Electra
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

**Futurity Brood Bitch Class Other Entries:**


CH. ALDEMOOR’S EVANESCENCE, SC. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. Aldemoor Del Eden Draic Kin, SC – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera, ROM-C. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble


CH. KATZ FIFTH AVENUE FASHION, JC. Breeders: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer. By Ch. Katz Devoted To a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare. Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer


GCH. ZOOROPA LAUREATE ADRIENNE PICTURE THIS. Breeders: Patty Anderson and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Adrienne Taking Flight. Owners: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam


DC VALINOR’S CIRCUIT DE MONACO AT RIVERRUN, RN, SC. Breeders: Deborah and Ormonde Butler. By DC Aragon’s Barron GL Jedediah, SC – FC Mechta’s LX at Mustang, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM


---
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Top Conformation Borzoi

GOLD GCH SOYARA’S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN
Owners: Prudence and Greg Hlatky

Top Best of Opposite Sex Borzoi

GCH ZABAVA OSTROV CASABLANCA
Owners: Irina Terra & Kristina Terra

Breeders of the Top Conformation Borzoi

OWNER: PRUDENCE AND GREG HLATKY

BCOA Top Borzoi Owner/Handler

PRUDENCE HLATKY
**Top AKC Lure Coursers**

**UKC CH FC C’LESTIAL ROSE OF JERICHO SC LCX FC**
Owner: Liz Green

**GCH AVALON OXOTA KATANA SWIFT AND SILENT, LCM, SC**
Owner: Marylee Jenko

**Top LGRA Racer**

**RIVERRUN OXOTA FIRE IN THE GLEN AVALON SGRC**
Owner: Tina Wismer DVM

**Top NOTRA Racer**

**C’LESTIAL RED LANTERN AT RYHKA SORC**
Owner: Diana Darling and Liz Green
**TOP OPEN FIELD COURSER**

VALESKA IF WISHES WERE HORSES
Owners: Linda Turner, Rey and Yvonne McGehee

**TOP OBEDIENCE BORZOI**

CH RJU FUN & GAMES JC, CD, BN, RN, NJP
Owners: June & Rich Mintchell

**TOP VERSATILITY BORZOI**

CH CT ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN GRC CDX BN GN RAE JC RATT
Owner: Linda Beisswenger

**TOP JUNIOR HANDLER**

NATALYA MILLER